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poli. scz. and the four friends

Spending some time with the four members of the
political science department is a little unnerving. They
kid each other so much, it's hard to persuade them to
stop laughing and consider a serious subject-like what
they should wear in a group photograph. In the course
of a few minutes' conversation they had (verbally)
ripped through Jay Walters' conservative suits, Don
Aiesi's shoes and Don Gordon's "one" mod outfit, and
they insisted that Ernie Harrill had an <<Uncle Sam
Suit" that he wears when he is teaching American
government.
Besides deciding finally which ordinary business
suits to wear (opposite photo), they thought of costumes
for each other so that Furman Magazine readers, who
might never get around to reading, could tell at a
glance each one's specialty within the field of political
science (cover photo) .
Dr. Ernest E. Harrill (center), department
chairman, is dressed as an international diplomat,
signifying his main fields of international relations and
comparative governments. He generally takes the
traditional approach to political science, emphasizing
the study of the presidency, Congress and other political
institutions. (See article on page 18.)
Dr. Ernest ]. Walters, Jr. (left), wearing a toga,
approaches political science from the classical or
philosophical point of view, and his field is political
theory. He is chiefly concerned with raising, through
rational discourse, such fundamental questions as
" What is justice?"; " What is the best form of govern
ment?"; and " What is the best way of life?" (See
article on page 24.)
Donald P. Aiesi, who holds a degree in law, wears
a judge's robe to represent the legal approach. His field
is generally known as public law.

Donald L. Gordon, whose fields are urban govern
ment and public administration, is a behavioral political
scientist. He is interested primarily in how human beings
behave in the governmental process. The computer is
one of the behavioralist's tools-thus the computer paper.
Although these men take their subjects quite
seriously, they do not, obviously, take themselves very
seriously. Therein, perhaps, lies one of the reasons for
the popularity of political science at Furman.
But there are also other reasons. For today's activist
minded students, the social sciences-particularly
political science, sociology and psychology-are where
the action is. They offer young people a way to do
something eventually which may have some direct
effect on their own lives and the lives of others
whether it be through law, politics, social work or some
other kind of public service.
Last spring 36 political science majors graduated
from Furman, the third largest number of majors in
one department behind business administration and
education. This year 104 juniors and seniors are
majoring in political science, and approximately 260 stu
dents took some sort of political science course first term.
Not surprisingly, three out of the four presidents of
Furman's student body in the last four years have
been political science majors. Mike R ay, current
president, was one of three Furman students who were
instrumental last fall in obtaining for students the
right to register and vote in Greenville County. (See
articles on pages 14 and 15.)
The renewed interest in political science on college
campuses-and the type of student showing this inter
est-seems to indicate that many young people intend
to work within the framework of society to improve the
old institutions and, perhaps, to create new ones.
M.H.
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and other courses-

Ordinarily, physics is not the most popular subject on
the Furman campus. In fact, most students usually
avoid it like the plague. But this term 97 Furman
students signed up to take one physics course, Physics
W14: Energy-of Man, Creation and Calories.
What accounts for this sudden surge of interest in
physics ? Well, the whole thing started last fall when
some professors and students began wearing white
buttons that said, simply, "Energy." Next, posters,
bearing the word "Energy" and a drawing by Leonardo
da Vinci, began to appear around the campus.
As it turned out, the buttons and the posters were
part of an all-out campaign on the part of the physics
department to promote a physics course that would be
offered during the winter term. The pre-course publicity
promised students not just another run-of-the-mill
course but a unique experience that wo·uld, perhaps,
explain matters of vital importance to them.
Students would hear a series of eighteen main
lectures, each given by an expert in some particular
aspect of energy, an article in The Paladin said.
Lectures would be on such topics as "life-a unique
form of energy," "energy in economics and politics,"
and "sex energy." Lecturers would include members of
the Furman faculty and such well known scientists as
Dr. Walter Lewin, astrophysicist of the Center for
Space Research at M. I.T.; Dr. Paul Saltman, biochemist
and provost of Revelle College; Dr. Theodore Welton,
theoretical physicist of Oak Ridge, and Dr. Elias
Gyftopoulos, Ford Professor of Electrical Engineering
at M.I.T.
Students would be divided according to their
interests into groups, such as art, history, biology,
chemistry, communications and so on, to discuss the
lectures and investigate the topics from each group's
point of view.
A "sky-art event," involving a huge balloon
hundreds of feet long and the participation of a great
many people, would take place in January under the
supervision of Dr. Lewin, one of the world's expert
balloonists, students were told. This new kind of art is
a sort of sculpture in which the medium is balloons and
the emphasis on human involvement.
No background in science was necessary for the
course.
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The students were hooked. In November they
signed up in record numbers for this one science course.
"We are just trying a different format and
approach to what we ordinarily teach in physics," says
Dr. William H. Brantley, chairman of the physics
department. "They wanted exotic courses this term and
this was the most exotic thing I could come up with.
"My idea was to turn the campus upside down in
terms of an academic course. I decided to pull out all
the stops this time and see what we could do. We hope
students will learn some science-motivated by their
own interest. I believe people are going to be surprised
at the relationship between energy-related concepts
and their own fields."
The energy course is just one of about 25 special
courses now being offered during the winter term. For
the first time this year the flexible eight-week term has
come into its own; never before have students had the
opportunity to choose from such a diverse array of new
and unusual courses.
While many students chose to enroll in standard
catalog courses, others are directing plays, exploring
excavations in Palestine, writing poetry or studying
pollution problems. The special courses are listed apart
from the catalog but carry either half- or full-course
credit. Some experimental courses will never be offered
again and others could well be elevated to the
"permanent" curriculum.
A glance at some of the course titles-"Glass
Blowing," "Science Fiction," "Folk Religion,"
"Energy,"-yields an immediate impression of a tendency
toward trendiness and away from conventional
academics. A quick overview of the entire program,
however, reveals the substantive value of the selections
and the soundness of the educational philosophy
behind them.
Professor Eugene M. Johnson, coordinator, sees
"unexplored possibilities in experimental courses. We
need to adopt a psychology for winter term that is not
afraid to use and evaluate experiment. Students need
to be given a wide range of choices so that we can
obtain guidelines by which to better suggest and
plan courses."
When he referred to some of the course offerings
as "exotic" in the winter term brochure, Johnson was
The Furman Magazine

or spicing up the curriculum
By Richard Band

Dr. Walter Lewin, astrophysicist
and expert balloonist from M.I.T.,
conducted a "sky art event" as
part of the Energy course.
Winter, 1972
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Downtown in Columbia, Md.,
a "new town" where Furman
students will study
new institutions.

placing his emphasis on the innovative rather than
the whimsical : "By exotic, I mean a new approach to
old materials, or new materials to cover basic principles,
or an exploration of a topic that is particularly timely."
The benefits derived from student participation in
curriculum planning are but one of the effects of the
new program. Variety is an obvious plus. Another is the
enhancement of interdisciplinary cooperation and its
value in broadening the student's point of view. But
most important to the student's development is the
opportunity to learn from situations not confined to a
lecture in a classroom. Not that all special courses
involve travel or that any dispense with professors.
But, as Johnson explains, "Our purpose is to combine
the best features of the 'free university' with the more
formal, disciplined approach."
A few of the more ambitious winter term projects
do include travel-to New York, London, the Holy
Land, and the unlikely prospect of Oxford, Mississippi.
Oxford will be the dusty scene of a literary pilgrimage
conducted by Professor of English Willard Pate. The
actual setting for William Faulkner's mythical county
of Yoknapatawpha, the Oxford of 1 82 0-1950 was
raised to universal proportions by the genius of one of
America's greatest novelists. The group hopes to gain
insight into Faulkner's work through acquaintance with
his rapidly vanishing old South community.
Other trips entail more than brief excursions.
Students enrolled in Drama II and Drama 36 (and
possessed of some extra cash above tuition ) are to
experience firsthand the best of Broadway and the
London theatre. The London tour began immediately
after Christmas with the students meeting at Kennedy
Airport. The first 21 days were spent in England,
seeing plays in London and making an excursion to
Stratford. Classes met each weekday morning in the
hotel and there was time for sightseeing and cultural
enrichment. After flying back to New York, the group
is dividing time between the theatre and the classroom,
analysing what has been seen and comparing the New
York theatre with that in London. Backstage tours and
lectures by professional theatre personnel will complete
the experience.
New York City also provides the locale for an
important aspect of a course entitled "Sociology of
4

Criminal Law and Justice." Students will attend a
one week seminar there on Urban Justice, under the
auspices of the Sloane House YMCA Urban Con
frontation Program. They will visit courtrooms, police
precincts and attend conferences on such topics as
"The Crisis of the Courts and the Prisons." Preparation
for the New York aspect will have been made by
directed readings in the formulation and enforcement
of criminal law and the administration of penal and
correctional policy.
Just getting off the ground this year is a pilot
project of study and research to take place in Columbia,
Md., one of the "new towns" beginning to emerge on
the dismal urban scene of America. Columbia has been
planned from "scratch" by the Rouse Company and
its subsidiary, the American City Corporation, with the
assistance of sociologists, psychologists, lawyers, educators,
ministers and representatives from many other
institutions. It has a new form of local government,
new educational facilities and a joint inter-faith center
which is used by all religious groups. Located on the
corridor between Washington and Baltimore, it now
has a population of 15,000 and is scheduled to reach
1 10,000 by 1 980.
Next month 17 Furman students-sociology,
economics and political science majors-will spend two
weeks in Columbia studying the new institutional forms
that are being developed there. They will make an
in-depth study of housing, urban economics, life-support
systems, local government and other facets of city life.
They will also commute to nearby urban development
centers in Baltimore, Washington and Philadelphia and
compare the work of the corporation in these cities with
that in the new city.
This study in Columbia is part of a four-week
independent study course in urban development.
Students will spend the first two weeks at Furman,
reading and preparing for their work in Columbia. The
program has been arranged by Furman and the

Richard Band, a senior English major from Spartanburg, S. C.,
is fine arts editor of The Paladin and a member of the
editorial staff of the 1971 Echo. During the winter term he
is working for The Greenville News.
The Furman Magazin e

A group of Funnan students
will experience firsthand
the best of Broadway and
the London theatre.

American City Corporation exclusively for Furman
students. It will serve, perhaps, as a model for an
expanded program for students from Furman and other
colleges in the future.
Many of the new winter term courses fall under the
category of "timely." In most cases they are timely in
that they not only encompass topics of contemporary
interest but reflect concern for areas in which study and
research are long overdue. As an example, the recogni
tion of the need to understand the interaction of man
and his environment necessitates a course like "Human
Ecology," offered by the biology department. It
confronts such questions as how environment affects
man, how man affects environment and how man
affects man in the context of his environment. Problems
dealt with include air pollution, population control,
fertility control, human diseases and space.
Courses concerned with other questions of
immediate and critical concern to modern society are
"Environmental Geology," "Urban Power Structure,"
and "Genetics and Developmental Biology-Implications
for Society." Along side politics, pollution and popula
tion, minorities have commanded increasing attention
in a changing world. "Black Literature" and "Red
Man's America" seek to point up the major strains of
thought and the emerging cultural roles played by the
Negro and the Indian in American life.
For many students, winter term presents oppor
tunities to learn practical, artistic or professional skills.
"Glass-Blowing" provides an introduction into the
making and repairing of scientific glassware.
"Directing" and "Creative Writing" offer the individual
independent development of these skills under critical
supervision. The exercise of intelligent control over
personal income and expenditures is the objective of
"You and Your Money." The English department has
arranged for some of its majors to work with the local
newspapers during the term to familiarize themselves
with journalism in its day to day operation.
The chance to select from some highly sophisticated
subject matter is available to the discriminating student
this winter. Into this category fall those courses of a
specialized nature, of particular interest to a relatively
small number of students, which normally are not found
in the smaller universities devoted to standard liberal
Winter, 1972

arts curricula. The titles speak for themselves :
"American Foreign Policy and Defense Policy in a
Changing World," "Philosophy and Literature: The
Existential Current;" "Biology, Psychology and E thics
of Sexuality ;" "Contemporary German Theatre;"
"History of Science;" "Greek Literature in Translation:
Tragedy."
Finally, there are courses best described as
unusual. The departure from convention may depend
on an emphasis on a little known aspect of a subject.
"Folk Religion," for example, examines popular,
non-institutional forms of religious expression such as
revivalists, newspaper religion, reassurance cults. Or,
a course may involve concentration on a topic normally
covered within the scope of a larger structure. At the
request of students, for example, "Revelation," which
is usually included in the New Testament course, is
being given exclusive treatment of its own.
"Diction" and "Play Production in French" take
new angles on the study of foreign language and
literature. "Diction" is an introduction to the sound
systems and basic rules of good pronunciation of French,
German, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese and Russian. It
includes use of laboratory tapes with native voices,
learning of elementary dialogs, and daily pronunciation
drills. The course is designed to give students an
acquaintance with several European languages from
which English has adopted words and expressions in
current use. The purpose of "Play Production in
French" is training in the interpretation and diction
of French dramatic literature by means of student
performances of scenes from masterpieces of various
periods.
Although few literary critics would accord much
serious value to science fiction, the unquestionably fine
work of some of its practitioners-Ray Bradbury,
C. S. Lewis, Aldous Huxley-cannot be ignored. A
special course stresses the nature of science fiction with
attention given to recent developments in the genre.
Exciting prospects and the spirit of cooperation
characterize the entire range of course opportunities
for winter term, 1 97 2 . Certainly, the suggestions of the
faculty, the planning of the administration and the
response of students have made the program a joint
effort toward the rejuvenation of a tired curriculum. D
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Drawing by Ron Boozer

Larry Estridge, a 1966 Furman graduate
who was named the outstanding Army
ROTC graduate in the nation, describes
his reactions to the war in Vietnam.

Prospects for Peace
By Larry D. Estridge
awyers often describe their initial, instinctive
reaction to an idea or situation as their "gut
reaction." My "gut reaction" to Vietnam is
simply: There's got to be a better way for this nation
to define its place in the scheme of the affairs of the
world and a better way to carry out those crucial policy
decisions which can lead us into war.
As a young American, I have had the opportunity
to view the war in Vietnam from a number of different
angles, and my attitude towards the war has undergone
some changes. Although I can claim no expertise in the
field of foreign policy, it seems to me at this point in our
country's history all of us should ask ourselves : ''Where
did we go wrong ?" and "How could a country such as
ours stumble into such a hopeless debacle ?"
During the very early stages of our military
involvement in Vietnam I was a high school student in
a small, conservative Southern town. I remember that
the reaction of the average person in this town was the
same as those of Americans in many sections of the
country at that time-a feeling of suspicion, of
reluctance to stamp their approval on these mysterious
goings-on halfway around the world in a country which,
surely, could not present a real threat to our own
security. These were the same people who, a few years
later, would become some of the strongest "hawks" in
the country, and who would become convinced that
those "weirdo's" they saw on TV every night,
advocating withdrawal from Vietnam, could only have
been inspired by the Devil himself, or at least
brainwashed by some Communist professor.
I viewed the period of escalation of the war,
1 962-1966, from the Furman campus. It was a period
during which the Presidents and their policy-making
chieftans found that they could maintain the support
of the majority of Americans, especially in this part of
the country, whether or not they could come up with
reasonable explanations or justifications for the
tremendous sacrifices they were committing us to make
in that country. It became downright unpatriotic to
oppose them. I know of no clearer way to illustrate the
support for the war they en joyed in this part of the
country than to recall that the student body of this
college in 1964 in a mock Presidential election cast a
majority of its votes for the candidate who advocated
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a bigger war-the kind of war we ended up fighting
anyway, even though the other candidate was elected.
This period saw the phenomenon of active student
opposition emerge on college campuses, a brand of
open and notorious political expression which would
grow and become a major social and political
controversy in and of itself in a few years. I viewed
the next stage of the war-that stage when the war
reached its peak, when opposition reached its peak, and
when the bulk of public sympathy finally began to turn
against the war effort-from the standpoint of a
student on a campus where student opposition to the
war had reached an almost feverish pitch and had
begun to manifest itself in some irrational and downright
frightening ways.
I can remember vividly an experience I had soon
after arriving at Harvard to begin law school. I was
sitting at the breakfast table with a graduate student
who was reading the daily "box score" in the
newspaper. (You remember the body counts-how many
good guys and how many bad guys had died on the
previous day. ) Well, this guy began to express his joy
over the fact that the enemy had had a good day, and
an unusually large number of Americans had bitten the
dust. You can imagine that this was a shocking
experience for a small-time South Carolina kid, even
one who considered himself a dove.
I also remember hearing about students and
student groups who, in their efforts to outdo each other
in their eagerness to protest, had convinced themselves
that the only hope for their country lay in the success
of an open violent revolution to cast out the old and
bring in a new order-a revolution which they
themselves would lead, and which would necessarily
involve the violent deaths of many Americans, including
the students with whom they attended class every day,
if necessary.
These were frustrating experiences for me, for
though I sympathized with the basic objections to the
war which had motivated this outbreak of student
action, the absurd means adopted by so many of them
to express their opposition struck me as a sad
commentary on the effects the war had had on the
mind and spirit of my generation of Americans.
I was also bothered deeply by the effect these
7

�7 am afraid that in our efforts
to express our opposition to the
Vietnam fiasco, my generation may
have helped to prolong the agony. "

gyrations, performed daily in the public eye, were
having on the general public and its feelings about the
war. Though I certainly cannot document my opinion, I
have always felt that one of the reasons the war effort
was able to maintain the support of the majority of
American people as long as it did was the fact that
certain elements of the student movement performed
their antics in such a way as to sour the bulk of the
public against the very idea of opposing the war, so that
they found themselves supporting the war, whether or
not they had ever given any serious consideration to the
real questions involved. Without actually admitting it
in these terms, "John Q. American" was convincing
himself that "if these weirdo's are against the war, then
I guess I'm for it."
My indictment against my own generation was,
is, and will continue to be the failure to give serious
consideration to the effect its protests were having on
the public and hence on the cause for peace itself.
It is one thing to express one's opposition in a way which
merely gets it off one's chest; it is a more difficult task
to express that opposition in a manner which might
produce some positive and constructive result. I am
afraid that in our efforts to express our opposition to
the Vietnam fiasco, my generation may have helped to
prolong the agony.
In 1 969 I left the ivory tower of campus life and
very soon found myself viewing the war from still
another angle, from the "front seat." The two jobs I
held during my year in Vietnam gave me an opportunity
to take a close look at the two groups of people whose
lives have been most affected by the long struggle, but
whose interests have been all too often ignored in the
verbal battles which have paralleled the live ones. One
of these groups is the Vietnamese people-the average
people, in the small towns and rural areas. Vvorking on
an advisory team for six months gave me a good
opportunity to observe their culture, their thinking, their
hopes and aspirations.
The second group of people most affected by the
war are the American G.I.'s, particularly those who were
unable to cope with the feelings of frustration, disgust,
and helplessness which, I think I can safely say, are being
experienced by most of the Americans still stranded in
Vietnam during these latter days of the war, and who,
8

in their inability to cope with their situation, had
resorted to addictive drugs-an incredibly easy route of
escape in Vietnam-or to physical violence against their
superiors, fellow soldiers, or Vietnamese civilians. I saw
them, all too many of them, as a defense attorney during
the last half of my tour, representing them in court
martial proceedings in which many of them were
branded as criminal because of acts they would never
have dreamed of committing back home in the United
States-"freaking out" with heroin, slipping a hand
grenade under the First Sergeant's bed, or settling a
racial argument with a knife.
I can report to you that both of these groups are
extremely frustrated with each other and with the war
effort. Their relationship is anything but that of a
nation being rescued and a group of valiant young men
motivated and inspired to help rescue them. The image
of the American G.I. in the eyes of the average
Vietnamese citizen is becoming more and more that of
an oversized, rude, insensitive invader on Vietnamese
soil, extremely wealthy and somewhat naive, therefore
fair game for anything that can be grabbed from him
or "conned" out of him.
G. I.'s, in turn, are more and more coming to think
of the Vietnamese as a corrupt, conniving, unclean
group of people out to steal anything they can get their
hands on. Both of them are pretty well convinced that
the G. I. has no business being there, that they would
both be better off if he'd never set foot there, and that
both of them are helpless to do anything about it.
The average Vietnamese citizen, from my
observation, does not identify with either of the
ideologies struggling to plant themselves permanently
on their soil. Neither democracy nor communism, as we
commonly characterize them, is really appropriate for
their style of life, their history and tradition, or their
basic needs. The only ideology which would really be
capable of winning their widespread support is the
ideology of peace. In the meantime, they will give their
support to whoever can offer them the best protection
against violence at a given time.
A friend of mine in Vietnam conducted a survey
while I was there which, I think, presents a striking
insight into the Vietnamese mind. It was a survey
among the peasants in the rural areas of the province
The Furman Magazine

in which we worked, areas which have scarcely been
affected by the propaganda machines, the governmental
pressure, or the lure of the American dollar-factors
which influence the spoken opinion of those who dwell
in large towns and cities. Using a good interpreter, he
asked these peasants two simple questions. First, he
asked what they considered to be the difference between
communism and democracy. Well over half of them had
no idea what either term meant. Second, he asked them
whom they considered to be their "leader." Most of
them responded-in 1 970-"Ho Chi Minh."
I was very disturbed about Vietnam before I went.
I returned even more disturbed, and somewhat bitter.
I was reinforced in my "gut reaction" that there has
got to be a better way for this country to formulate and
carry out those vital decisions which can lead to armed
involvements in other parts of the world. My year of
"isolation" there also gave me the opportunity to do a
lot of thinking and some reading on this subject. Some
of the notions which emerged from my thinking and
discussion with other Americans similarly situated are
certainly not original with me. Some may seem highly
impractical or even naive on first impression. I would
like to toss them out, however, as food for thought, and
hopefully as stimuli for looking in new directions to
understand the world around us and what we must do
to hold it together during our lifetimes and beyond.
The first proposal I would advocate has to do with
the procedure whereby this nation makes those crucial
policy decisions which can lead to armed conflict. I
would suggest a restructuring of those procedures to
assure that before any armed force can be committed by
this country onto the soil of any other country, there
must be a "show of hands" by the American public.
The President should be required, either through the
existing mechanisms for Congressional approval or
through some even more direct means of gauging or
measuring public opinion, to take his case to the people
before making the kind of major policy moves which
could lead into other Vietnams.
Of course, we can never eliminate the possibility
that a President will have to act very quickly, in an
emergency, when confronted with genuine threats to
our own security. In those cases, the question could be
taken to the people after the fact, with an opportunity
Winter, 1972

to either ratify or denounce the President's action and
to require him to retreat from any such commitments
if they are not ratified by the public. It would
certainly be a serious blow to a President to have his
decisions denounced in this manner. And would not this
possibility make him a great deal more cautious in
making decisions to commit the military strength of
our country?
I have a very strong feeling that in the very early
days of the Vietnam involvement, during which only a
few people were being made aware of what was actually
happening, if the American public had been given the
opportunity to examine the situation and express its
opinion, most people would have been very cautious and
reluctant to commit any American personnel into such
a potentially dangerous situation which did not appear
to present any real threat to our own security. Once we
were there, with even a few of "our fighting boys," then
there was a cause which was capable of winning a great
deal of public support-that of protecting and
supporting our own people, as well as the pride which
we naturally have in any action which we have already
taken as a nation, and our natural reluctance to
backtrack once we are committed. At that point, after
there were several hundred American troops on
Vietnamese soil, we had a "commitment," but it was
basically a commitment to a commitment with little
actual regard for the rationale behind the original
involvement.
Then, as more troops were poured in to do what
the first few could not accomplish alone, this "cause"
for war became stronger. The fact that we were
involved, for instance, in a 200,000-man war at one
point was sufficient "cause" for a 250,000-man war.
That 250,000-man war, in turn, was the real cause for
a 300,000-man war, and so on, and so on. Once we
were firmly committed, war became its own cause, and
it became cloaked in an impenetrable shroud of
patriotism. At that point we had an enemy; to stand
against the war was to stand on the side of the enemy.
The fact that the enemy sometimes called itself
Communist made it even easier to justify the destruction
and death to both ourselves and the Vietnamese people.
There was no need in the minds of most Americans to
ask themselves whether this particular "Communist"
9

group posed any real threat to our own country, or
whether we could actually do anything about it, or
whether we might be running the risk of a nuclear
war against Communist powers, or whether the
Vietnamese people had ever requested or even wanted
our assistance.
Finally, in the last couple of years we have seen
the public get so tired of war without results that it has
asked itself, in spite of the patriotic "shroud," those
crucial questions which it should have been considering
in the early 1 960's, questions on which the public's
opinion should have been actively solicited in those
days. It is answering those questions with a quiet
"No-it was a bad mistake," not a resounding "NO,"
because it is not that easy for a nation like ours to
swallow its pride and admit such a mistake.
One immediate and obvious objection which is
always raised to this type of public participation in
policy-making is the argument that security reasons
make it impossible to reveal to the public the so-called
"classified information" which the public would need
in order to make an informed decision. However, I think
it has become quite evident in recent months that a
great deal of the information which is slipped under a
table and marked "classified" is in fact information
which the public could and should have access to,
without posing any real threat to anyone's personal
safety.
If the American public had seen the reports which
showed that the Vietnamese leaders whom we were
keeping in office by virtue of our commitment to them
actually enjoyed the support of only a very small
majority of the Vietnamese public, and if we had been
shown reports relating the type of strong-arm methods
which were being employed by these leaders against
their own people to keep down opposition, and if we
had been asked, at that point, whether we were willing
to commit American troops to keep such a government
in power, I think the answer would have been
clearly "No."
A second common objection to broader public
participation in high-level policy decisions is the
argument that foreign policy is too complex and
sophisticated for the average citizen to understand and
appreciate, and that the public could never be capable
10

of making informed decisions on such matters. It is true
that foreign policy questions are extremely complex; in
fact, they are probably so complex at this point that
there is no such thing as an "American foreign policy."
I would be much more impressed by this "complexity"
problem if there were anybody-from the man in the
street right up to Dr. Kissinger himself-who could
actually state what this country's foreign policy is, at
any given time, or with regard to any given country.
I had the privilege, while in law school, to
participate in a seminar on the subject of "National
Security Policy." Until he was "drafted" into federal
service, the professor for the seminar was Dr. Henry
Kissinger. I remember that one of the common themes
which kept recurring throughout the discussion was the
proposition often stated by Dr. Kissinger that there is
no such thing as a stated American foreign policy; and
it was his opinion that there can be no such thing. The
"policy" by which we operate consists of a vast series of
telegrams, messages and letters passed between our State
Department and various foreign embassies and offices
around the world. When a crisis arises in some foreign
country a message is usually wired immediately to the
State Department or White House, and some sort of
response is generally wired back as soon as possible.
Very few of these transactions ever reach the attention
of the public.
Regardless of what our leaders may publish or
announce for public consumption, this conglomeration
of notes shooting back and forth across the oceans
constitutes our real foreign policy.If this is the case, and
if there can be no set, stated policy by which to answer
the myriad of day-to-day questions raised by our
dealings with other countries, then I submit that the
"expertise" of the general public may be just as
adequate as that of the persons now charged with the
responsibility of answering those questions, and that at
least the most important of these questions-particularly
those which could lead to armed conflict-should be
submitted to and answered by the public.
At the same time I advocate more active public
participation in formulation of foreign policy, I would
also advocate that the burdens of carrying out our
foreign policy decisions, particularly those which
involve sacrifice, be borne by a much wider portion of
The Furman Magazine

��At any time when it becomes necessary
to draft men to fight any armed conflict,
all the materials and supplies required
to fight the war should also be drafted. "

the public than that which was forced to carry the ball
during the Vietnam experience. I think I can safely say
that less than 25 percent of all Americans actually had
to make any personal sacrifice as a result of our Vietnam
involvement, even though 50,000 Americans, mostly
against their will, were forced to make the supreme
sacrifice, and thousands more suffered permanent and
.
.
senous InJUries.
In fact, all too many Americans actually enjoyed
significant economic benefits as a result of the war. I
would not go so far as to state that certain business
interests actually lobbied in favor of the war because
of the profits they stood to gain from it. However, the
fact that "this little war" was so good for so many
businesses certainly took the wind out of any opposition
which the good sense of many Americans might have
compelled them to register against the war. The profits
from the manufacture and sale of war materials
certainly made it easier for thousands of Americans to
sit back and leave the government alone, even if their
consciences told them that the war was wrong.
To prevent this type of situation in the future, I
would propose the following: At any time when it
becomes necessary to draft men to fight any armed
conflict, all the materials and supplies required to fight
the war should also be drafted. At the same time the
government tells a young man that he must leave
home, go halfway around the world to risk his life, and
accept in exchange for his services whatever pay the
government may determine he is entitled to, then the
government should also procure the materials to be used
for that war through the same method-that is, inform
those industries which have the capability to produce
the needed materials that they have been drafted to
provide such materials, in such volume and at such cost
as may be set by the government. The price which they
would be paid would be one which allows them no real
profit for the sale of such items. The burden for
producing war materials could be spread among com
peting industries in such a way that none of them could
gain significant advantages over others by reason of
this "production draft." If a business or labor union
reacted to the draft by refusing to produce or cooperate,
then they would be guilty of draft-evasion and subject
to prosecution in the same manner as the young man
Winter, 1972

who refuses to be inducted into the armed services.
It is inevitable that big business interests and big labor
unions will always have a significant influence on the
policy-making process at all levels of government in
this country. The prospect of being subjected to this
type of draft would certainly force them to think twice
before throwing their support behind any kind of
military commitment by this country or before sitting
by quietly while our leaders entangle us in situations
which could lead to war.
Finally, to broaden even further the responsibility
and sacrifice of war, and of preparation for war, I
would advocate a major change in the method by which
this country procures the personnel to meet its military
requirements. I would propose that the military draft,
as it now operates, be abolished once and for all. Most
of you probably have little trouble agreeing with that
proposition. However, in its place, I would propose that
everybody be drafted, male and female, during times
of peace and war, for a period of one or two years, at
some set age or educational level. This would not be a
military draft, as such, but a universal conscription into
some sort of national service. During times of peace, the
service of most people would have little or nothing to do
with the military, but would be in some non-military
project in the fields of human rights, ecology, education,
public works. The sky is the limit on the types of
constructive projects into which the energy, talents, and
imaginations of this many young Americans could be
channeled under such a program of universal
national service.
This period of service would also include, for
most people, some amount of basic training in military
skills which could be called upon and utilized on short
notice in case it became necessary to mobilize a large
military force. The military service could probably
draw from this large pool of young people exposed to
basic military training a sufficient number of volunteers
to staff our military needs in all times except periods of
major war. If and when a national emergency did arise
calling for major military commitments, there would be
available a large pool of individuals with basic military
skills; and the individuals selected to bear the burdens
would be drawn from records generated during these
periods of national service and training, not through the
11

rrl would challenge you not to allow

yourself to become locked into the
straightjacket of assuming that
war is inevitable. "

inefficient and inequitable local draft process under
which we now operate.
I sincerely believe that this system would be a
healthy addition to the educational and development
process of all young Americans. I believe it would also
have the effect of causing every family in the country
to become much more concerned about problems of
foreign policy, even in times of peace during which
crucial decisions are made which will shape the future,
and to keep themselves better informed of the issues
involved. It would place virtually every citizen of this
country on notice that he or some member of his family
is very likely to be required to help pay the price of any
armed conflict in which this country might become
entangled, and will discourage him from lending his
support to any military commitments other than those
necessary to cope with genuine threats to our own
national security.
I would be the first to admit that the ideas I have

suggested are not policy changes which can easily be
incorporated into our present system of government.
Whether or not you agree with them, and whether or
not you feel that the problems they would raise might
be greater than the problems they purport to solve, I
hope you will accept them as food for thought and as
a challenge to do some serious thinking about this
country and its status as a world power and a world
citizen. Above all, I would challenge you not to allow
yourself to become locked into the straightjacket which
I believe this country has been locked in for a long
time, the straightjacket of assuming that war is
inevitable, that there can be no such thing as a lasting
peace. Instead, I challenge you to allow yourself to
believe that our generation may someday be recorded in
history as that generation which finally discovered and
embraced a formula whereby all men in all places can
live together and enjoy the benefits of a permanent and
meaningful peace.
D

Larry Estridge graduated from Furman in 1966, where
he had been president of the student b ody, received
numerous academic honors and served as the ROTC
Cadet Battalion Commander. While attending Harvard
Law School, he was presented the Hughes Perpetual
Trophy Award as the outstanding Army ROTC
graduate in the nation for 1966 in a ceremony at the
Pentagon. He graduated from Harvard with
a ].D. degree in 1969 and entered the Army as
a commissioned officer. During a year in Vietnam, he
served as administrative officer of an advisory team in
I Corps and as a defense counsel with the 26th General
Support Group at Phu Bai Combat Base, I Corps. He
was awarded the Army Commendation Medal twice
and the Bronze Star. Now living in Atlanta with his
wife, the former Diane Maroney '66, he is associated
with the law firm of Alston, Miller and Gaines. The
article on these pages was originally a speech he made
at Furman last fall as a part of the Religion in Life series.
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Miss Mullens
and the
Herbarium
Miss Nora Mullens, who has taught
biology at Furman since 1 945, is
now serving as the first full-time
curator of the Furman herbarium.
Awarded a CoSip grant last fall to
support her work as curator for a
year, Miss Mullens and a part-time
student helper are in the process of
identifying, mounting and recording
approximately 1 0,000 plant speci
mens.
"The specimens must be in
flower or fruit," explained Miss
Mullens. "Each one is given a
number and recorded in an index
for quick reference. Then it is
mounted on a durable, high
quality rag paper with Archer
adhesive. The scientific name,
geographical location, ecological
location, name of collector and date
of collection are typed on a label
which is pasted on the sheet. This
information, of course, is essential
for teaching and research purposes."
Specimens are then arranged in
folders according to families, she
said. The folders are kept in large
metal, insect-proof cabinets in the
I ves Room in the Science Building.
The late Dr. S. A. I ves, professor
of biology at Furman for almost 20
years, began collecting and identify
ing plants for a herbarium when he
first came to Furman in 1 926. After
his death, plants were added to the
herbarium only intermittently until
recent years.
In 1 963 Furman began to take
part in an exchange program with
the University of North Carolina. In
order to help botanists at U.N.C. in
the preparation of an up-to-date
manual of the flora of the South
eastern United States, Furman and
Winter, 1972

other colleges agreed to send a
certain number of plant specimens
to U.N.C. in return for specimens
for their own collections. Dr. Leland
Rodgers, chairman of Furman's
biology department, and Miss
Mullens began collecting plants in
earnest, and soon they had more
than fulfilled their original agree
ment to supply 3,000 specimens.
Dr. Rodgers has received three
grants for the purpose of ecological
research and in this way he has had
the opportunity to collect and
identify many plants, some of which
are county and state "firsts," said
Miss Mullens. She and Dr. Rodgers
continue to collect plants and last
summer spent three days collecting
coastal plants. Just within recent
weeks they received 25 sets of
plants-or a total of 665 plants
from the Southern Appalachian
Botanical Club.
A native of LaFollette, Tenn.,
Miss Mullens received the B.S.
degree from the University of
Tennessee and the M.A. from
Peabody College. She has studied
further at Peabody, the University

of Tennessee, the University of
Virginia and the Duke Marine
Biological Station and recently took
part in the Summer Conference on
Botany at the University of North
Carolina. Before coming to Furman,
she taught biology at Sue Bennett
Junior College in Kentucky and at
Averett Junior College in Virginia.
She retired from teaching at Furman
last spring.
Although she says she misses
teaching, Miss Mullens is very
enthusiastic about her work in the
herbarium. "When our exchange
program is completed, we should
have a specimen of every vascular
plant that grows in the Carolinas
and probably 80 to 90 percent of
those that grow in the Southeast,"
she said. "We also now have plants
from Maine to California, and as
we have the opportunity we hope
to develop other exchange programs.
I really think we have the best
collection of plants from the
Piedmont and adjacent mountains
of any college or university in this
area."

D
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Judy Clark, chairman of
voter registration campaign
at Furman, and Mike Ray
with friend

The Struggle
To Register
Mike Ray, p resident of the Furman student body and a

ment, the attorney general denied that it had come from

three Furman students who recently fought for and won the

h is office. Huff explained that it had been drafted two

right to register to vote in Greenville County.

Until they

years previously when a Bob Jones student had come before

registered on November 5, college students in South Carolina

who lived in dormitories were not allowed to register to vote

meeting Huff told the students that he would let them know

in their college commun ities. In fact, a few weeks previously

when a judgement would b e rendered.

several Clemson students had been denied the right to reg

the board and that it had been used ever since. After the

On

Thursday a

reporter told Mike that

the

board

ister in Pickens County and were taking their case to court.

would give its decision at noon on Friday. Since he had

O n October 29, the three Furman students, Mike, Ed

not heard from Huff, Mike called him on Friday morning.

Wilkes and Larry Lane, went to the Greenville County voter

Huff told him that he would announce that two of the

registration office to register. Learning that the three were

students, Mike and Larry, would be allowed to register, but

students,

that Ed would not. Mike asked for a written opinion of

the

clerks

on

duty asked them

a

number

of

questions, such as where were their automo biles registered,

this denial.

and told them that college students living in dormitories

At 12:00 that day Huff announced to reporters that

could not vote in their college communities. Mike and Ed

college students would be allowed to vote in their college

could not register, they said, but

cir

communities if they gave "a reasonable indication that he

cumstances Larry might be able to-contingent upon his

or she plans to remain a resident of the community . . . ."

because of special

filling out a "student information affidavit."

He also said that Mike and Larry would be allowed to

The students felt strongly that they were legally entitled

register.

Under questioning from reporters, he finally said

to vote in Greenville County if they chose and that they

that "all of them" could register. He later explained to

were being discriminated against because they were students.

Mike on the telephone that one of the board members had

On Monday Mike called Walter H. Huff, chairman of the

"switched" his vote.

registration board, and requested a meeting with the full
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the form looked like a legal State of South Carolina docu

political science major who plans to .<tudy law, was one of

At 4:30 that afternoon the students registered.

board to present their reasons for believing they should b e

On November 22, Attorney General McLeod issued a

allowed to vote. I f their appeals were denied, Mike said, they

statement saying, in essence, that a student cannot be denied

would ask for a formal denial. Huff agreed to a meeting on

the right to vote in a community just because he lives in a

Wednesday night.

dormitory. He also said that although the number of stu

A t 6:00 Wednesday n ight the students appeared at the

dents voting in a town may greatly affect local politics,

meeting expecting to find only the four members of the

this cannot enter in a b oard's decision on each applicant.

board. In addition, however, they found South

However, he said, students may b e asked a number of

Carolina

Attorney General Daniel McLeod and h is assistant, Robert

questions, which will not b e the sole determinant of whether

Brown; state Elections Commissioner James Ellisor and his

they are allowed to

assistant, Ted Crowe; and Sol A brams, chairman of the

intention to establish residency in a community will not be

Greenville County Elections Commission .

taken as gosp el.

vote, and a student's expression of

One by one t h e students presented th eir testimony;

What went on behind the scenes that first week in

Mike began with a general statement about why he thought

Novemb er-and since then-is a matter of conjecture. It is

all students should be allowed to vote. The attorney general

a fact that McLeod's attitude toward student voting had

said that he would not make a statement that night but

changed significantly since a few weeks earlier when he told

would give his decision at a later date and that the decision

Clemson students they must take their case to court. Stu

in this particular case was up to the board. A b rams said that

dents believe that the presence of Sol Abmms at the hearing

the "student information affidavit" was illegal since other

helped their cause, since he was known to be a supporter

people were not required to fill out similar forms. Although

of students' right to vote in their college community.
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A Student's Right
to Vote
By Mike Ray
Mike Ray, president of the student body,
explains why he believes students should be
allowed to vote in their college communities.

Suppose, upon becoming of age, you
decide to assume the responsibility
of your citizenship to register as a
voter. Arriving at the board of
registration, you ask a registrar for
an application. You complete the
application by signing the form to
affirm your qualifications. The
registrar, noting that you are a
banker, asks a barrage of questions
regarding your residency. He pro
ceeds in this manner : Where do
your parents reside ? Do they aid you
with financial support? Where did
you spend last summer? If you have
a driver's license, which state issued
it? If you own an automobile, what
residence is listed on your liability
insurance policy ? And right on.
You may wonder what these
questions have to do with your
residency. If you are a college
student rather than a banker, they
might have everything to do with
your residency, as understood by
boards of registration in quite a few
states. Over the nation there is no
consistent understanding of where
the college student stands in relation
to residency in his college com
munity. An increasing number of
states allows the student to declare
his residency in the college com
munity or in his family's home
community, regardless of whether
he lives in a college dormitory.
Presently, 23 states give the student
an option ; 10 states allow registra
tion in the family's town ; and 1 7
states are undecided where the
student should vote. There is, how
ever, federal legislation which
declares the 1 8-20 year old a citizen
with full voting rights, implying the
right to choose his residence and to
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vote where he resides.
In the aftermath of the recent
ratification of the 26th Amendment
to the Constitution, state judiciaries
and local boards of registration are
being confronted with the question
of where students can vote. Students
are being treated differently than
non-students because of a mis
understanding of federal law and
precedent. The Amendment reads
as follows :
The right of citizens of the United
States who are eighteen years of
age or older, to vote shall not be
denied or abridged by the United
States or by any state on account
of age.

This act clearly enfranchises the 1 8,
1 9, and 20 year old citizen. Yet,
those who must interpret this
amendment are faced with both
legal and political problems.
There is no question about where
the banker may vote. He has bought
a home, registered his car, and filed
his will in the town where he works
and wishes to vote. He intends to
stay for a while. Similarly, the
college student has lived in the
dormitory for six months and has
earned tuition money with a part
time job in the community, though
receiving financial help from his
parents. The student also intends to
stay in town for a while. Yet, the
banker is permitted to register and
to vote ; maybe the student is not.
Even so, there should be no question
about where this student may vote.
It has long been a principle of law
that the states have the authority
to establish the qualifications for
voters, to regulate the registration
of voters, and to supervise elections.

Yet, it is also well settled that states'
authority to establish voter
qualifications is subject to the man
date of the equal protection of the
1 4th Amendment. While the states
initially may define standards, these
standards must not discriminate
between one class and another, or
one individual and another. If state
or local law requires students to
meet certain criteria not required of
non-students, then that law violates
the equal protection clause. In a
number of states, courts have been
petitioned to review cases of
students who were denied registra
tion by their local registrars. In
deciding these cases, the courts must
consider the "facts and circumstances
behind the law, the interest which
the state claims to be protecting,
and the interests of those who are
disadvantaged by the classification."
( Bright v. Baesler, pending in
Kentucky )
Two tests have evolved through
application of the equal protection
clause to cases involving citizens
disenfranchised because they did
not meet state qualifications. The
method used by the Supreme Court
in the first test requires that the
state's classification at least be
reasonable ; they limited their review
to an examination of whether the
classification in question bears a
rational relationship to the state's
objective. In recent cases, the Court
has rejected the "rational basis" test
in favor of a stricter review. By this
second test, the Court requires that
three criteria must coalesce :
( 1 ) the state interest which justifies
restrictive qualifications must be
"compelling," ( 2 ) assuming a
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"compelling" state interest, the
qualifications must be necessary and
precise; and ( 3 ) the qualifications
and prerequisites must not be more
burdensome or confusing than
necessary. Furthermore, the Court
places the burden of proof of
whether these criteria have been met
upon the state, not upon the chal
lenging party.
There are three traditional
justifications for residency require
ments which place restrictions on the
franchise. First, certain qualifica
tions should be imposed on potential
voters to ensure an informed
electorate. Second, qualifications
should help to identify a voter with
a certain locale in order to prevent
fraudulent or double voting. Third,
qualifications should ensure the
voter's membership and interest in
the community where he votes.
These justifications have been used
in the past to deny Negroes the
vote; likewise some states and
boards of registration are now using
these rationale to disenfranchise
students.
Under careful examination, none
of these justifications provide a
rational basis for denying students
the opportunity to register in their
college community. The first
justification implies that a student
would not be informed of the
political situations and issues in the
college town. Contrary to that
notion, a student undergoes lasting
changes during college; among those
changes is greater awareness of self
and society. The local social and
political milieu permeates the
changes in the student during these
formative years. Thus, he logically
would form an attachment to the
community and to its social con
cerns. Statistics of the 1 970 census
indicate that college students are
significantly better educated than
the total population; hopefully, they
would most likely make intelligent
use of the ballot.
The second justification, that
qualifications should eliminate the
opportunity for fraudulent voting,
is ill-founded. State statutes prevent
unlawful or double voting, and
make the violation of that statute
a criminal offense. Though each
state has a legitimate interest in
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identifying its voters t o prevent
fraudulent voting, this interest does
not empower the state to use
methods to prevent fraud which
would disenfranchise a voter.
The third justification holds that
qualifications to vote should ensure
a voter's membership and interest
in the community. Obviously, it is
impossible that a qualification
could absolutely guarantee that a
citizen be a member of, and inter
ested in, a community at all times.
So, this justification must mean that
some citizens are interested members
of a community to a greater extent
and for a longer time than are
others. Implicit in this justification
is the notion that students are
transient members of their college
community and have only passing
interests.
Contrary to the first part of this
justification, studies have shown
that college students are not as
mobile as others in the same age
category, that married students are
more mobile than unmarried stu
dents, and that graduate students
and professional students are more
mobile than undergraduates. Never
theless, residency criteria could not
be supported on the basis of mobil
ity, since migration, a federally
protected right, would be the sole
basis for denying the franchise. The
Supreme Court has specified that a
person not suffer disabilities simply
because he takes the opportunity to
travel. Thus, disenfranchising a
person because he attends college
in a city other than that of his
parents or because he may move in
the future would abridge his right
of travel. To substantiate the second
part of the justification, how does
one measure the degree of disinterest
necessary to disqualify a citizen's
residency? Are not students subject
to city and county ordinances, to the
jurisdiction of local courts, to paying
sales taxes on substantial amounts of
purchase, and to paying local wage
taxes?
Since none of these justifications
show a rational basis for dis
enfranchising a student in his college
community, the restrictive criteria
fail the "rational basis" test and,
thus, fail the more stringent
"compelling interest" test.

In addition to the violation of
the equal protection clause, there
are several other arguments based
upon federal legislation which dis
count the wholesale disenfranchise
ment of students. An argument can
be made that the disenfranchisement
violates the principle of equal
representation. In the census of
1 970, students were counted as
residents of their college community.
The population figures are used to
apportion congressional and state
legislative districts ; some federal
funds are allocated by population.
Thus, denying students the college
town vote would distort to the
extent of the number excluded,
the formula of one man, one vote,
thereby violating the principle of
equal representation.
Also, an argument can be made
that selective disenfranchisement
violates the Federal Voting Rights
Act. The applicable section provides
that:
No person acting under color of
law shall in determining whether
any individual is qualified under
state law or laws to vote in any
election, apply any standard, prac
tice or procedure different from
the standards, practices, or pro
cedures under such law or laws to
any other individual within the
same county, parish, or similar
political subdivision who have been
found by state officials to be
qualified to vote. . . (my emphasis ) .

The effect of this section is to
deprive registrars of some of their
discretion in discriminating against
minorities. Decisions of the Supreme
Court reflect that those minorities
might be other than racial. There
fore, local registrars are prevented
from assigning residency require
ments which can be interpreted one
way for one class of people and
another way for another class.
Applied to students' conditions, this
means that students must be
qualified by the same criteria as
non-students.
A look at the legislative history of
the 26th Amendment will help us to
understand its scope and its
relevance to the present situation.
Historically, it is significant that this
new amendment was enacted fifty
years after the 1 9th Amendment,
which enfranchised women. The
language in the new amendment is
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identical to the language of the
1 9th and the 1 5th, which gave
Negroes suffrage rights. The
Supreme Court has pointed out that
the 1 5th Amendment is self-executing
and invalidates state voting qualifica
tions which are discriminatory. Just
as the 1 5th has been construed to
supercede state qualifications unfair
to racial minorities, the similarly
worded 26th must be construed to
supercede state qualifications which
abridge the rights of students.
Indeed, the framers of this amend
ment stated presciently the con
sequences of students' being treated
as a separate class of voters:
Forcing young voters to undertake
special burdens-obtaining ab
sentee ballots, or traveling to one
centralized location in each city,
for example-in order to exercise
their right to vote might well serve
to dissuade them from partici
pating in the election.

Professor Archibald Cox of
Harvard contends that, under the
1 4th Amendment, "the question is
whether the classification is reason
able or arbitrary and capricious,"
and that the equal protection
clause is the "source of authority
for . . . reducing residency require
ments." This subtle discrimination
of "special burdens" allows students
to vote by law, but denies the
exercise of that vote in fact.
Within the last few months,
several important legal decisions
have been handed down, two by
state supreme courts and one by a
federal district court. The basis for
contention varied in each case, but
they all reached the common
conclusion that voter registrars may
not apply to students standards or
requirements which they would not
apply to all other prospective voters.
The supreme court of California
supported this conclusion in
Tabilio v Mihaly by rejecting the
state attorney general's contention
that unmarried minors are incapable
of having a domicile of their own.
For voting purposes, the 1 8-20 year
old must be considered emancipated
and competent to make decisions.
Furthermore, registrars may not
question an applicant's claim of
domicile on the basis of his age
or occupational status. In Michigan,
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the supreme court declared in
Wilkins v Bentley that a statute
which gave unlimited discretion to
a registration clerk violated due
process. The unlimited discretion of
this clerk allowed her to ask
questions concerning financial
independence of students; the court
held that criteria established on the
basis of wealth are unconstitutional.
A United States district court in
Connecticut based its judgment in
Kennedy v Meskill on the Voting
Rights Act of 1 970, and found that
students were being discriminated
against as a class. This case sum
marized contentions of similar cases
in holding that an applicant must
be assumed to be a bona fide
resident if he physically resides in a
community of the state and if he
has the intention of remaining there
an appreciable length of time.

rrThe idealogical cleavage is
greater among peers than
between parent and offspring. "
T he political problem involved
is a feeling of the general public
about students voting in their
college community. Citizens are not
concerned so much about the
maturity of the voters as about their
concentration. Some people fear that
students will run rampant in the
1 9 7 2 elections, putting into office
those left-leaning opponents of
everything who want to change
everything by replacing it with
nothing. Those people who fear a
takeover by extremists can take
comfort in the recent analyses of
the potential youthful vote ( the
student vote makes up about half
of this vote ) . Statistics of a recent
Gallup poll show that, contrary to
being a monolithic vote, the youth
vote of 1 972 will be quite
diversified. If the voting pattern
cleaves along ideological lines, 45
percent of the youth will vote right
in the middle, 20 percent con
servative to extreme, and 28 percent
liberal to extreme.
Political analyst Richard Scam
mon estimates that this generation
of youth is only a few points more
liberal than were their parents.

More significantly, he states that
the ideological cleavage is greater
among peers than between parent
and offspring. For example, he says
that the Italian-American son of a
White Tower fry cook in Cambridge
has more in common with his father
than with the undergraduate at
Harvard whose father is a psy
chiatrist in Scarsdale.
The political question of how
students' voting will affect a certain
community should be weighted
carefully in its respective context,
but it should not be confused with
the legal question of whether stu
dents should vote in their college
community. Attorney General
Daniel McLeod of South Carolina
recently affirmed "that students
might exert an undue amount of
influence in local elections and
thereby in local affairs furnishes no
reason, in our opinion, to deny them
the right to vote in their college
community."
Before the ratification of the 26th
Amendment, three states had
reduced the voting age to 1 8.
Experience in those states indicates
that if these youth were not
allowed to vote where they were
living, their ability to participate in
the electoral process was sub
stantially impaired. With the Voting
Rights Act of 1 970 came the
enfranchisement of youth for
Presidential elections and the
abolition of the states' durational
residency requirements. Youth were
given the choice of their residence,
since the intention of this act was
to remove parochial interests from
registration for these elections and
to make the ballot an accessible
voice of a broad base of society.
Now the Voting Rights Act and
the 26th Amendment give youth
1 8-20 years old the assurance that
they can participate in all levels of
government as citizens, fully equal
with all citizens in their voting
rights. That mystical age of 2 1 ,
derived only from historical accident
of eleventh century origin, has been
abrogated as the golden age of
maturity. The youth of today desire
to participate in the political sys
tem-to work within and to re
form-on an equal basis of citizenship.
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With
Grace and Style
n Tuesday morning, February 1 7, 1 970, Dr.
Ernest E. Harrill, professor of political science
at Furman, left his home earlier than usual and, instead
of driving to Furman, began driving around Greenville.
He drove slowly past many of the city's elementary,
junior and senior high schools.
Some of the school buses were late, he noticed,
and there were more buses than usual. Many adults,
both parents and school officials, were meeting the
buses and directing students to their classrooms. A man
and his wife and four children formed a short picket
line in front of one of the elementary schools.
Yet miraculously, on the morning when 1 2,000
pupils and 53 1 teachers in Greenville County were
being transferred to different schools, there were no
other outward signs of anything unusual. Relaxing a
little, Dr. Harrill headed for the school district office.
The office, he discovered, was swarming with
newsmen representing not only local newspapers and
TV stations but news media in many other cities and
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both national wire services. They were there to observe
the court-ordered integration of one of the largest
school districts in the South, involving 58,000 students
and 2,400 teachers, and they wanted statements from
the school superintendent and other officials. Since
school administrators were far too busy to talk to them,
the school district's director of information asked
Dr. Harrill if he, as chairman of the Citizens Committee
in charge of community efforts to assist with integration,
would write down a statement she could give to
newsmen. He did so hurriedly and spent much of the
rest of the day talking with newsmen individually.
The next morning a UPI story appeared in

The New York Times, The Atlanta Constitution,
The Indianapolis Star and other major newspapers
across the country which began:
Total school desegregation came with "grace and
style" to a predominantly white school district in
South Carolina yesterday, but whites abandoned
classrooms in two heavily black counties in Mississippi.
About 5,000 white and 7,000 Negro students
transferred without incident in Greenville, S. C., to
give each school in its system a mixture of 80 percent
white and 20 percent black.

Greenville had been ordered a month ago by Judge
Clement F. Haynsworth, Jr. of the United States Court
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of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit to thoroughly integrate
its schools this week. School officials had described the
order as impossible to meet, but they agreed yesterday
that they had made the transition smoothly with a
minimum of student defections.
"It is great for the whole country to see a Southern
town do this, and do it with grace and style," said
Dr. Ernest Harrill, a professor at Furman University
in Greenville who led a biracial committee that worked
to gain compliance with the court order.

During that week Dr. Harrill was also quoted in

The Washington Post, The Charlotte Observor, The
Greensboro News and many other newspapers, in
Newsweek and by Walter Cronkite on CBS News. At
least two newspapers, The New York Times and
The Atlanta Constitution, were so intrigued by the
situation ( or Dr. Harrill's description of it) they sent
reporters to Greenville to interview community leaders.
About two weeks later much longer articles appeared
in both papers, quoting Dr. Harrill at length.
On March 1 5 another, full-page article about
integration in the South in The Times referred to
Greenville and Dr. Harrill:
In Greenville a coalition of Negro and white leaders
was formed to insure a smooth transition. The
committee chairman was Dr. Ernest E. Harrill, a
political science professor at Furman University who
is immune from economic reprisal.
"The leadership was more oriented toward social
progress than just attracting new business," Dr. Harrill
said, referring to the motivations evident in the involve
ment of business leaders in successful integration across
the South.
"But the reasons were not purely altruistic," he said.
"The leadership wanted to head off trouble before
it started."
Dr. Harill said that if given the choice, whites in
Greenville would quickly return to freedom-of-choice,
"but never again would there be the horror and fear
that anticipates desegregation."
"And most of us will never again completely ignore
the black sections of town," he continued. "For the
first time it dawned on them [the whites] that there
were no sidewalks down there. For the first time in their
lives, whites were working with blacks for a common
cause.
"It started to be a concern for our schools, not just
my school. And the whites were proud that they did a
difficult job with dignity and grace and they felt
better for doing it.
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Waiting to go into diplomatic service,
Dr. Harrill came to Furman in 1949 with
the intention of staying only one year.

"If a community is proud of itself, the feeling can
produce even more generous acts. White people slapped
each other on the back and said, 'By George, we did it'."

ust a few weeks before The Times recorded Dr.
Harrill's statement, Greenville was anything but
a proud community. After the court order was
announced and the date set, a wave of near-hysteria
swept across the city. A freedom-of-choice group
announced they would never integrate, and many white
parents began looking frantically for private schools.
Some even talked of setting up "basement" or "block"
schools.
White parents were angry because some of their
children would be bussed from nearby schools to more
distant, previously all black schools, while black parents
resented the fact that a larger percentage of black
students than white would be bussed. Many were
simply afraid for their children.
Realizing the seriousness of the situation, the
leadership in the community, including the mayor, the
Chamber of Commerce and many ministers, issued
sta tements urging compliance with the court order and
support of public education. The school district's board
of trustees appointed a Citizens Committee to serve as
liaison between the board and the community and to
organize the community to help with the seemingly
impossible task of restructuring the entire school system.
"Ernie Harrill was the first person we thought of
when we recognized the need for such a citizens
committee," says William N. Page, who was then
vice chairman of the board.
As chairman of the committee, Dr. Harrill along
with other committee members spoke at PTA meetings,
church meetings and meetings of all kinds of other
groups, explaining the plan of integration, answering
questions and asking for people's help. He spoke at
at least one meeting of a PTA whose president said
she did not dare invite a member of the school board
for fear of what parents might do to him.
Soon the mood of most Greenvillians began to
change from one of anger and frustration to deter
mination to save the public schools. The Citizens
Committee set up a volunteer system and coordinated
the work of thousands of volunteers who did everything
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from manning telephone information lines in the school
district office to moving books and furniture from one
school to another.
"It was an incredible job," says Dr. Harrill. "We
were trying to do the things the school people couldn't
do. What impressed me most was the number of
people who got out and worked-just private citizens
who were willing to give their time and do anything.
Some of them did things I never dreamed they would
be willing to do.
"And the sacrifices they were willing to make !
I remember one little black woman at a meeting in a
church. She had a child in the first grade, and she
was crying because she was terribly afraid that he was
going to be lost on the bus. She finally ended up saying
that she thought things would be better in the long run
and she would go along with the plan."
Although Dr. Harrill gives all of the credit for the
smooth transition to total integration to the citizens of
Greenville, he was probably one of the individuals most
responsible for the way things turned out.
"He is the only man in this town who can take the
things that have to be done in this kind of society and
make them work," says Don Gordon, instructor in
political science. "Without him as a communicator
between the black and white communities, this town
could have gone like Augusta or Commerce, Georgia.
There were the same conditions in the background, but
he was here ready to communicate.
"At Furman we talk about moving into more
community service. Well, when we do, we'll find that
Ernie Harrill has already been there-for years. He's
a one man Peace Corps."
"The leadership he exhibited at a time of real
crisis demonstrated how appropriate a choice we made,"
says William Page. "Few people have an opportunity
in their lifetime to influence directly the long term
direction of a whole community, and fewer still will
seize that opportunity when it may confront them.
Ernie Harrill has contributed much to Greenville."
Although his work during school integration was
the most highly publicized, Dr. Harrill has, in fact,
been involved in community affairs for more than 20
years. As a political scientist, he has spoken at countless
meetings on subjects usually concerning politics and
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government. He has worked for reforms in Greenville's
city and county governments, and he is now a member
of the government study committee appointed by the
state legislature to study all local governments and
make recommendations for their improvement.
He is no longer a member of the Citizens Com
mittee, but he now serves on so many other committees
and councils he has trouble remembering them all.
He is a member of the executive board of the Greenville
Community Council, which coordinates all the service
and welfare agencies in the county, and a member of
the board of the newly created Urban League. He
recently served as chairman of a committee that did a
study of facilities for the mentally retarded in Greenville
County and he is now on a subcommittee to study race
relations. An active Democrat, he is the executive
committeeman from his precinct and a member of the
party's county executive committee.
About his community activities Dr. Harrill says
simply, "I think everybody owes something to his
community, particularly when he is part of an institution
like Furman. I think it's good for us to be a part of the
community. We come into contact with people we
would never know ordinarily."
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r Harrill came to Furman-and Greenville-in
1 949, intending to stay only one year. A native of
Forest City, N. C., he had attended Mars Hill Junior
College and worked for the North Carolina Unemploy

ment Commission before serving in the U.S. Army Air
Force during World War II. In 1 945 he enrolled at the
University of North Carolina where he was named to
Phi Beta Kappa and graduated with a B.A. in political
science in 1 94 7 .
Planning t o go into diplomatic service, he entered
graduate school at U.N.C. and received an M.A. in
1 949. He passed the rigorous State Department Foreign
Service exam but was told that because of a backlog
of applicants he might not be called to duty for two
years. When he was offered the job of teaching at
Furman, he was "killing time" at U.N.C., waiting to go
to work for the State Department.
"I had always wanted to go into foreign service,"
says Dr. Harrill, "so I had gotten where I wanted to
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get, I thought. I had never wanted to teach and had
never taught, but I decided to come to Furman with
the agreement that I would stay only one year. The
first class I ever taught was an eight o'clock class at
the Woman's College: I walked into a group of girls
that first morning. Much to my amazement I discovered
that I enjoyed teaching."
The next March, when contracts were given out
for the following year, he telephoned the State Depart
ment and was told that it would be at least another
year before he would be called, so he signed a contract
to teach another year at Furman. In May he received
a telegram from the State Department asking if he could
report for duty in Washington in two weeks. Since he
had already signed a contract, he asked that his call be
deferred another year.
The next year the same thing happened again.
"Another telegram and two weeks notice," he said. "It
sort of annoyed me. I thought that it was a very
inefficient way to deal with people. And by that time
I had decided I wanted to stay in teaching anyway.
"Since then I have never really been tempted to
do anything else. We liked Furman. We liked Green
ville. I've never had an offer that made me want
to leave."
Dr. Harrill came to Furman as an assistant pro
fessor of political science and later became professor
and chairman of the department. He returned to
Chapel Hill to receive his Ph.D. in 1 958. From 1 962 to
1 968 he served as dean of students, while continuing
to teach and head the department. He now serves as
chairman of the department, chairman of the Division
of Social Sciences and chairman of the faculty. He is
also a member of the newly formed All University
Court, the goals committee and publications board-to
list a few of his responsibilities.
If Dr. Harrill has been a sort of one man Peace
Corps in the community, he has had the same kind of
role at Furman. W"herever there has been a need, he has
tried to meet it.
As dean of students, he helped countless students.
Always inclinded to see the good in people, he could not
get upset about what he considered youthful pranks.
The story is told about the time he was out at Furman
quite late one Saturday night and discovered several boys
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in a boat on the lake. Unseen by them, he walked along
the shore of the lake, listening to their conversation,
which included a reference something like : "Wonder
what Harrill would do if he could see us now?" Dr.
Harrill went back to the boat house and sat down and
waited until the boys docked the boat and started up
the walk. Then he stepped out in front of them. As
punishment for the offense, he required the boys to meet
him the next morning to attend Sunday School and
church-hardly an orthodox penalty.
"Strangely enough," remarks a colleague, "some
of these fellows are the ones who always come back to
look him up."
But when more serious issues were at stake, as
they so often are in the dean's office, he agonized with
the students. Their problems became his problems.
"He cannot refrain from becoming involved with
people, and this is one thing that made being dean of
students so hard for him," says Dr. John Crabtree, a
close friend who succeeded him as dean. "He gave so
much of himself to the job. He attended all student
functions because he felt he should be there, while I
just attend maybe one dance a year. He spent himself
so freely on this kind of thing. But he gives of himself
that way in everything he does."
Dr. Harrill says he gave up being dean because he
wanted to get back to teaching and because he felt that
five years was long enough for him in that position.
"It's a terrible job in some ways," he says. "One that's
physically and emotionally demanding. As you get
older, it's more of a drain on you. But I wouldn't take
anything for having had it. There are many things you
enjoy about it. You come into contact with lots of
different students-sometimes those students who
nobody else really cares much about. You feel that you
can get through to some who haven't had as much
attention and care and concern as the real good
students."
Although he has returned to full-time teaching,
his role as adviser and friend of students has not
changed. There is a constant stream of students in and
out of his office.
"My guess is that Dr. Harrill has 'saved' more male
students than any one faculty member-saved them
from both academic and social ruin," writes Kurt
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Stakeman, a graduate student at U.N.C. who was
president of the Furman student body last year. "You
could talk to him about anything and you got help.
You didn't get a shoulder to cry on; you got a man to
help you with your problems in a man-to-man way."
Another former student, Ron McKinney, who was
president of the student body in 1 969 and is now
studying at the University of London, writes, "Dr.
Harrill has influenced would-be drop-outs to stay in
school, motivated student leaders to act with resolve
when the going was tough, and encouraged human
beings to accept and respect each other."
"It seems when anybody has a problem-not just
something connected with their course work-they come
to him," says Don Gordon. "They respect him and
maybe nobody else around here is as justiciably fair.
He's the kind of man you want for your own Dad. I
think a lot of students feel that."
In his position as chairman of the faculty, Dr.
Harrill often finds himself in the role of mediator
between disagreeing factions, but this is a role he
performs with great ease. "He's the best diplomat on
campus," says Don Aiesi, another member of the
political science faculty. "He has the amazing ability
to take the rough edge off of disputing factions. He
can soothe ruffled feelings-! suppose because he is
so warm and human."

r. Harrill's classes are always full and overflowing,
frequently made up of 50 or 60 students. "We
have a cut-off number," says Dr. J. Ernest Walters,
associate professor of political science, "but Ernie just
can't turn down a student. He does this partially to take
the burden off us."
Recognized in his field as a very able political
scientist, Dr. Harrill takes the traditional or institutional
approach to political science as contrasted with the
behavioral approach. "Because of his unassuming
manner, his keen mind and deep knowledge of politics
are all too frequently underrated," says Dr. Walters.
"But he has chosen to use his exceptional intelligence
less for purely scholarly endeavors than to place it in
service to his fellows.
"Perhaps this point about his intelligence is
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rrMy guess is that Dr. Harrill
has rsaved' more male students than
any other one faculty member. . . .
"

significant to me because of the contrast in my
personality and his," Walters continues. "I am
interested more in ideas than in people ; whereas, Ernie
is interested more in people than in ideas. I am
interested in people chiefly as thinking human beings ;
whereas, Ernie is interested chiefly in people as people,
including all their shortcomings and defects."
Besides teaching political science, Dr. Harrill
attempts constantly to put his knowledge of politics into
practice. "Ernie tries to take democracy as he sees it
and I think he has a very clear view-and make it
work in the real world," says Gordon. "He's a New Deal
liberal heavily committed to democracy. He's seen it
work, he knows it can work and it bothers him when
there are obstacles in the way-when prejudice,
ethnocentrism and superpatriotism get in the way of
actual applied democracy."
At the beginning of his basic courses, Dr. Harrill
states his position as a moderately liberal Democrat,
but from then on his own views have no place in
class discussion. In fact, he tries to encourage students
to look at a subject from all the different points of view.
"He is impeccably reasonable," says Harvey Lomax,
a 1 970 Furman graduate who is studying for his Ph.D.
in political science at the University of Chicago.
"Frequently students come into political science courses
thinking they already have most of the answers. Harrill
is pretty good about probing people's ideas."
Although he does not care what political affiliation
his students may choose, he does urge them to be
actively concerned with the direction of local and
national affairs.
The three other members of the political science
faculty say flatly that they came to Furman because of
Dr. Harrill. His generous spirit and concern for their
interests influenced them to turn down more lucrative
offers and choose Furman where, they believe, they have
the "happiest" department on campus, despite the
fact that each takes a different approach to political
science.
Although Dr. Harrill has a very large circle of
friends, including many very important people, he has
no sense of self-importance. "Ernie Harrill is a totally
self-effacing individual," says Dean Crabtree. "In the
old-fashioned sense of the word goodness, he has more
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plain ordinary goodness in him than any man I know.
He doesn't know how to be devious. He doesn't know
how to be dishonest. He has never done anything just
because he would derive personal benefit from it."
If his friends and students have any criticism of
him, it is that he is too good and for this reason, they
believe, people sometimes take advantage of him.

n 1 949, shortly after he came to Furman, Dr. Harrill

I married the former Mary Clark, whom he had met

at U.N.C. They now have two children, David, who
attends Wake Forest, and Alice, who is in high school.
The Harrills have become an institution at Furman,
frequently entertaining students in their home and
befriending new faculty members.
A social studies teacher in the public schools, Mary
Harrill is a good will ambassador in her own right,
particularly to her students. This fact was poignantly
demonstrated one cold winter night in 1 970 shortly after
she had been transferred from one school to another
during integration. About 1 0 : 00 that night several of
her former students knocked on her door. They had
walked all the way from town-five or six miles-to tell
her they had gotten into trouble and had been arrested.
Instinctively, it seems, they felt talking it over with her
would help.
"If I were to describe the way the Harrills carry
on their lives," says John Crabtree, "I think it would
be with 'grace and style'-the same words Ernie used
to describe integration in Greenville. They live in
accordance with what they believe. They're tolerant,
friendly, generous, non-materialistic. They think people
are more important than things."
In a recent interview Dr. Harrill said almost
apologetically that he had not had a very exciting life,
but that it had been a very good life as far as he is
concerned.
A friend described it another way : "I believe if
Ernie Harrill were reincarnated he would be a minister.
I think that's what he really is. He's really ministering
to a flock of people who need him."
Perhaps that is the best way to understand both
Ernie and Mary Harrill : they are ministering to their
flocks, wherever they may be.
0
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GODSAKERY &
Two Political Attitudes
T

hose stormy controversies and dreary confusions
which seem like scraggly hair on and around the
face of contemporary politics make us yearn for the
orderly grooming which we suppose was characteristic
of the politics of a former age.
While the pattern of politics does swing from
relatively placid periods to peaks of combat, whether
violent or non-violent, underneath it all is constant
conflict-a conflict about opposing opinions of what is
just and good as well as a conflict about competing
forms of government. The difference is that the more
stable seasons are constituted by considerable consensus ;
whereas, the intervals of crisis consist of intensive
confrontations of contending political views.
The crisis of contemporary politics appears to be
largely an attack by the younger generation upon the
older generation. This youth revolution has as its
leading spokesman Charles A. Reich, author of
The Greening of America. He portrays our political
situation as the conflict of two generations in the
context of large-scale industrial and political
organizations which go with a technologically oriented
mass society.
Yet the position of the young is not so uniform as
Reich makes it seem. Many of the young disagree with
the more vocal leaders and the more prominent groups
among their own generation. And even among the
vanguard of the young we find two quite distinct
attitudes towards politics, attitudes which Reich blurs
by lumping them together in what he calls Consciousness
III, the total world view of the young.
To clarify this aspect of contemporary politics, I
will refer to these two extreme frames of minds as
Godsakery and Hellwithery.

G

odsakery is the attitude behind recent excessive

political activism. The name Godsakery, as well as
the attitude itself, arises in part from the currently
fashionable posture of "for God's sake do something,
without thinking too much about it." This disposition
exhibits a growing contempt for the status quo in
politics and loudly proclaims the necessity for action
Copyright © 1972 by Ernest ]. Walters
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HELLWITHERY
By Ernest J . Walters, Jr.
which will produce radical changes immediately i n our
politics and in our way of living. Such impatience as
is characteristic of "the now generation" means that
thoughtful social invention and its thoughtful justifica
tion are seen only as more "hang-ups" to delay action.
Thus Godsakery is compelled to proceed on the basis
of simplistic slogans.
A second ingredient which flavors Godsakery may
be illustrated by the story a minister relates about his
three-year-old son. The boy interrupted his father's
reading and insisted the father guess what he was going
to be when he grew up. Though the father professed
ignorance, he suggested possibly an airline pilot, an
engineer, an actor, and even President of the United
States, but was genuinely surprised when none of these
favorites was assented to. The child went on playing
with his toys on the floor until the father gave up, and
then he said with assurance, "God ! "
This constituent o f Godsakery i s the view that man
can become God and, by means of politics, create for
himself a heaven on earth which will resolve the human
predicament. Audacity and daring are typical of the
young, sometimes leading to a kind of savior complex
which manifests itself in the fervor and zeal of political
fanaticism. In contrast with those who recognize that
even good regimes are a mixture of justice and injustice,
the fanatic assumes that a completely just society is
possible if only men are sufficiently committed to it.
Moderate public men seek improvements in regard to
those evils they know, but are reluctant to commit
themselves to sweeping changes which may produce evils
they know not of. A political activist tends to ascribe to
such public leaders-whether in government, the
military, business or labor-either an inherent idiocy or
an unusual degree of natural perversity.
The combination of these components in the
extreme attitude of Godsakery means that this kind of
political militant seeks an impossible dream without
thinking too much about it. Somehow the new society
must emerge from action itself. Hence, he proceeds to
bring about a Utopia without having any clear
understanding of the end or even of the means by
which it is to be accomplished. In general terms, he
does aim at a revolution which is meant to shake the
very roots of contemporary society, instead of merely
Winter, 1972
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rrEventually, the attitude of Godsakery
expands to the point where any kind of
government - or any other kind of
authority - is experienced as bondage. "

changing the personnel in the highest political offices.
However vague the specifications of this new regime,
the intent is to institutionalize the new life style of
the young.
The far-reaching implications of this youthful
revolution deserve closer scrutiny. By stressing the need
for getting things done quickly to the point of
depreciating thinking, Godsakery oversimplifies human
affairs. It ignores the complexities of politics in particular
and of human life in general. It presents an uncompli
cated and therefore a false view of reality.
One instance of this oversimplification is the refusal
of those caught up in Godsakery to acknowledge how
much good there is in our present regime. Ignoring what
is good permits them to concentrate on what they
consider bad and to assert that "anything is better than
what we have." Although this slogan exemplifies a
willful blindness to much worse regimes which have
occurred in the past, which exist in the present, and
which can come to be in the future, it is deemed
sufficient by many to justify almost any kind of political
experimentation. Godsakery can, by confusing motion
with progress, degenerate into change merely for the
sake of change.
Were we to accuse this activist attitude only with
oversimplification and sloganizing, then we would have
to admit that the same charge could be leveled at the
larger part of politics. But Godsakery pushes much
further. The rational, realistic approach to politics is so
suspect that the new view becomes almost entirely
intuitive. Certainly it is anti-scientific and anti
intellectual. The new generation is, according to Reich,
"deeply suspicious of logic, rationality, analysis, and of
principles." "Rapping" is the slang term for the
spontaneous, disconnected utterances which replace
rational conversation.
The plea for something which will "turn me on" is
the expression of a desire for that which stirs the
passions or emotions, not that which addresses one's
intelligence. Music of an especially anti-intellectual kind
and not speech often becomes the chief means of
communication. Indeed, it is one of the hypocrisies of the
young to insinuate that "acid rock" speaks to the soul,
when the exaggerated rhythms, gyrating motions, and
earthy cries are quite obviously appeals to the body.
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Reich himself has high praise for the psychedelic
drug culture. Marijuana is what he calls "a maker of
revolution" precisely because it allows "all sorts of
'illogical' relationships to seem perfectly natural."
Experiences of a drug-induced dream, where everything
is out of proportion, become the standard for judging
the real world. With or without drugs, Godsakery is
emphatically an attack upon natural, logical relation
ships. Not only does such a view oversimplify reality, it
distorts reality.
One natural relationship which Godsakery turns
around is that of older, experienced men teaching
younger, inexperienced men. In fact, colleges and
universities are urged to abondon the liberal arts
tradition to become schools both for radicalizing
students and for teaching the techniques of social action.
Whereas the liberal arts find their basis in the principle
that only the truth can make one free, the social action
school rests upon the assumption that the crucial need
is for man to be liberated from the clutches of a
repressive society.
Yet it amounts to more than that. Godsakery is a
direct attack upon excellence. "Blowing one's mind"
is more important than developing one's mind. A desire
to excel induces what is considered to be an unhealthy,
competitive spirit. An achiever, a man of merit, is
understood to bring about an undesirable hierarchical
relationship with others, a relationship in which those
who recognize themselves as inferiors feel degraded.
Fostering an egalitarian spirit, Godsakery blames those
who are superior for the feelings of degradation. The
original egalitarian demand was that politics should not
treat men unequally in those respects in which they are
naturally equal. The new egalitarian demand is that
politics should treat men equally even in those respects
in which they are naturally unequal.
But how can this egalitarianism be reconciled with
those few among the young who see themselves as the
saviors of humanity?
Some who share in this egalitarian spirit, though by
no means all of them, would claim that their political
objective is "participatory democracy." Such a system is
understood to be one in which all the people, over
coming their usual apathy in order to overcome the
established ways of engaging in politics and business, get
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involved in the process of making those important
decisions which govern their lives. Since it is difficult
for anyone to give a satisfactory explanation of precisely
how that would work out in practice in a large-scale
society, as opposed to a New England town, participatory
democracy often becomes no more than a slogan to
attack whatever powers that be.
In particular, it is used to combat the "military
industrial complex" which is said to constitute the power
elite in our society. Standing against any kind of power,
Godsakery can make "non-negotiable demands" because
righteousness cannot be compromised. The ordinary give
and take of politics is hardly suitable for making a
revolution.
To overthrow the "Establishment" does not refer
merely to the overthrow of the established government.
The Establishment consists of the predominant way of
living and the prevailing attitudes of middle-class
society as well as present institutions. The whole lot is
seen as repressive; consequently, man must be liberated
from them.
In those confused pages of The Greening of America
where Reich tells of the rise of Consciousness I I I, he
depicts the two causes of this new Consciousness as, first,
the promise of "a new life, a new permissiveness, a new
freedom, a new expansion of human possibility" and,
secondly, the threat of dehumanization posed by modern
technology and the massive political, social, and
industrial organization which such technology requires.
The two causes are different aspects of an industrialized
society. For it is modern technology which opens up the
possibility of living the new, liberated life style. It is
therefore the same unbridled technology which promises
that also threatens. An instance of this difficulty is that
the new freedom which is supposed to come to the
rock group and its followers depends upon workers
engaged in tedious, boring, dead-end jobs in firms which
manufacture musical instruments and electronic
amplification systems.
Herbert Marcuse in his Essay on Liberation precedes
Reich in seeing modern technology as essential for the
liberation of man ; yet, Marcuse also sees the govern
mental and industrial bureaucracy which is necessary
for the existence of that technology as the very thing
which enslaves man. Industrialized mass society both
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emancipates and oppresses. Neither Marcuse nor Reich
spell out this interdependence of liberation and
repression. And neither Marcuse nor Reich explain
adequately just how we are to have our cake and eat it
too. Perhaps it is not only an industrialized mass society,
but also their understanding of human liberation which
is at fault.
Be that as it may, what is viewed as repressive
gradually becomes all-embracing. As John Dewey says
in Liberalism and Social Action, "Liberty in the concrete
signifies release from the impact of particular oppressive
forces ; emancipation from something once taken as a
normal part of human life but now experienced as
bondage." More and more normal hierarchical relation
ships are seen as arbitrary and therefore repressive.
Eventually, the attitude of Godsakery expands to the
point where any kind of government-or any other kind
of authority for that matter-is experienced as bondage.
Godsakery begins with the unwarranted assumption
that politics can solve all human problems, but in the
end it turns against all politics as a form of repression.

H

ellwithery develops out of and is a reaction against
Godsakery. It is the attitude of "to hell with
politics." Godsakery exhibits an exaggerated public
spiritedness, but Hellwithery abandons public spiritedness
altogether. Whereas Godsakery extols the public life to
the point of political fanaticism, Hellwithery rejects
politics to the point where the best way of life is taken
to be a purely private one.
While those who share the attitude of Godsakery
aim at revolutionary change, some of them may attempt
to work through the existing political system instead of
merely obstructing it. Change, however, usually comes
slowly. The system seems to be intransigent, impervious
to the demand that certain needs have been too long
left neglected. Public leaders now appear as men with
a vested interest in maintaining the status quo. Thus the
desire to save humanity by means of politics leads to
disillusionment with politics. Yes, even to disgust
and despair.
When such political activists are able to bring
about a number of reforms, the improvements do not
seem to be significant steps in the right direction. As
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Professor Edward Banfield points out in The Unheavenly
City, our expectations have increased at a faster rate
than our achievements, so that absolute gains are turned
into relative losses when viewed from the perspective of
greater expectations. Democratic politics is conducive
to demagoguery. Candidates for public office try to
outpromise each other so that the people come to expect
more of politics than it can give. Hence, even if
substantial advances are achieved, our aspirations tend
to rise at a much faster pace, and the result is
disenchantment with politics in general.
The attiude of Hellwithery may also emerge in
those who come to realize that success in politics requires
them to adopt the tactics of the Establishment which
they despise. Some militants come to see themselves not
as overthrowing the Establishment, but as being
assimilated to Establishment practices.
One alternative is the use of illegal or violent
means. "An opposition which is directed," writes
Marcuse, "not against a particular form of government
or against particular conditions within a society, but
against a given social system as a whole, cannot remain
legal and lawful because it is the established legality and
the established law which it opposes." Marcuse has
no reluctance acknowledging that violent means, as well
as unlawful means, are necessary for the revolutionary
change which he advocates. But the just system,
according to this general outlook, is a loving system, a
brotherhood of equal men who love each other and are
permissively tolerant towards each other, and the use of
hateful, violent, forceful means is the antithesis of such
an end.
This line of thinking leads to the conclusion that
what is seen as an unjust system can only be changed by
unjust means. Thus the very act of attempting to bring
about a completely just regime plagues that new regime
with the malady of injustice, since repressive measures
are required to cast off repression and intolerant
methods are needed to abolish intolerance. The so-called
"sick society" cannot be transformed into a healthy
society if it is reinfected with the disease of injustice.
Righteous indignation is a decent motive when properly
restrained, but unrestrained righteous indignation over
the success of the unjust leads to the use of unrighteous
means to unseat the unjust and enthrone the just. We
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still live under the spector of Rousseau, who contended
that, under certain circumstances, it is justifiable to
force man to be free.
No wonder Hellwithery is a revolt against God
sakery. As Godsakery attracts some to exaggerate the
possibilities of what can be accomplished through
politics, so Hellwithery overreacts to their inevitable
failure by exaggerating the defects of politics and
claiming bitterly that politics can achieve nothing. Those
affected by the disposition of Hellwithery abandon
public life for the private life. "Why sweat it?" They
take Timothy Leary's popular advice : "Turn on. Tune
in. Drop out." Dropping out does not refer simply to
school ; it means dropping out of the established society.
They refuse to become responsible citizens because the
work, self-control, and painful thought which promote
responsibility are contrary to "doing your thing." That
is to say, contrary to the life of pleasure.
What has now emerged is the connection between
Godsakery and Hellwithery. Although these two
dispositions seem to be at opposite poles in their
attitudes towards politics, they are linked by the
common principle that the pleasant life is the good
life. Liberation for both means basically the
emancipation of the passionate desire for pleasure from
any restraints. Godsakery attacks whatever political
system there is in the attempt to produce that freedom
which permits every man to do as he pleases, but since
that involves making unpleasant demands on oneself, it
is bound to degenerate into Hellwithery, where each
man pursues the pleasant life only for himself.
I have already indicated that the outlook of
Godsakery embodies an internal contradiction, namely,
that modern technology and its accessories are necessary
for the emancipation of man, although they also enslave
man. Now we come to a more fundamental contradic
tion in Godsakery: it attempts to institutionalize a life
style which is essentially anti-political. Similarly,
Hellwithery has its internal contradiction too. The ones
who share this attitude detest society for its repression,
for preventing men from doing as they please ; yet, they
need society to perform the allegedly menial and
degrading work of government and business which
allows them to beg, borrow, or steal the wherewithal to
lead the life of leisure.
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rrwe do not practice what we preach
because we are not really convinced
that the virtuous life is the good life. "

"Make love, not war," if taken in the vulgar sense
in which it is often meant, encourages sexual
promiscuity. But men can get out of accepting the
responsibility for promiscuous sexual relations, if they
can at all, by depending upon an organized society and
its organized technology to produce "the pill" for birth
control and the medicines which control venereal
diseases. Reich enthusiastically reveals that "in the
world that now exists, a life of surfing is possible, not as
an escape from work, a recreation or a phase, but as a
life if one chooses." Nevertheless, the "freak" who is
an irresponsible bum can only survive by getting his
"bread" somehow from the responsible, employed
citizen. Therefore, while Hellwithery rejects society, it
is compelled to remain in a parasitic relationship
to society.
Men living together in society cannot exist if
everyone does as he pleases. Society must have public
spirited men who are willing to do, not what their
spontaneous impulses urge, but what the maintenance
of living together requires, acts which are always
demanding, and sometimes distasteful or unpleasant.
The work of maintaining and improving society, while
it has its own rewards and pleasures, is not compatible
with a life of unrestrained pleasure seeking.
The new understanding of liberation is that man
must be freed from the realm of necessity. No longer
deemed necessary are the restraints of institutions, of
habitual ways of living, or of other authorities which
seem to repress. In prinicple, therefore, the new
freedom aims at liberating man from the requirements
of being human. In fact, the new freedom aims at
including that of reason. This is why both dispositions
are anti-rational. The emancipation of the passions
from reason, however, is not genuine freedom, but is
actually enslavement to the passions themselves-the
worst kind of tyranny. The life of unqualified hedonism
is the tyrannical life. And its political manifestation is
bound to be a tyrannical regime.
-
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he "generation gap" is not a new social phenomenon ;
for the distance between the young and the old is,
despite certain characteristics peculiar to our own day,
a perennial problem. To be sure, that distance was
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usually bridged in the past by education in the larger
sense, a continuous process of initiating the young
into the ways of the old, of engendering a common
taste about what is virtuous and vicious, and of
encouraging such experience and learning as is
productive of self-control and knowledge in general.
Though the young have always modified the traditional
practices and opinions handed down to them, today
any education of this type has become largely suspect.
Leaving aside the minority of the young who have
adopted the attitudes previously described, we still find
a rapidly increasing skepticism about the conventional
wisdom of the accepted way of life and politics, a
skepticism which is indicative of a general loss of faith
in anything old.
"You just don't understand me ! " All too often this
complaint of the young is true. In fact, the old do not
understand the young to the extent that they do not
understand themselves ; for the young mirror the old,
despite their criticism of the old. It is not a true mirror,
but a carnival mirror, one in which the desires of the
old, losing their proportion, are exaggerated or
distorted. The young reflect the deepest attitudes of the
old. They are spokesmen for, and they act out, the
innermost wishes of the old.
This is why the young are right when they accuse
the old of hypocrisy. If we are honest with ourselves, we
will acknowledge that, while praising virtue and
exhorting our children and students to live virtuous
lives, we have secretly longed for, and in private
sometimes practiced, unvirtuous deeds. We do not
practice what we preach because we are not really
convinced that the virtuous life is the good life. This
explains why so many of the old, instead of trying to
assimilate the young to their ways, seek to follow the
ways of the young. Certainly the old do not want to be
considered "out of it" by the young, but the real reason
for their permissive attitude is that deep down inside
they would like to be doing what the young are brazen
enough to do. The young do in broad daylight, in
public, what the older generation does or says or thinks
only in private.
Acting unvirtuously in public without shame is
possible when men no longer consider it unvirtuous to
follow the spontaneous passion for pleasure. And that
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rrAs parents and teachers, we have
not offered the young any very high
type of life to look up. "

disposition is possible when men take the universal good
of pleasure as the sole good. Then, the only thing
unvirtuous is the hypocrisy which conceals your desire
for pleasure, since you are not "being yourself." In this
sense "being yourself" means not being a hypocrite, but
it also means that you are free to engage in whatever the
passion of the moment dictates. Formerly, not being a
hypocrite was understood to be one condition of virtue ;
whereas, now it becomes just about the only standard
for virtue. If the "self" is understood solely in terms of
the passions and not the whole man, which includes,
whatever else it includes, reason in addition to the
passions, then prodigality or dissoluteness, the type of
life so many of the old lead in private, becomes the
publicly accepted way of life. "Being yourself" comes to
mean being openly self-indulgent.
The girl in her teens or early twenties who engages
in public nudity without blushing may not be aware of
the erotic desires she arouses in others, though she likely
is, but the old may very well see her as innocently having
fun and being honest at the same time. Old-fashioned
decency can then be shoved aside in order to emancipate

Dr. Ernest f. Walters, Jr., associate professor of
political science at Furman, was awarded the Alester G.
Furman, Jr., and Janie Earle Furman Award for
Meritorious Teaching last spring. Established in 1969,
the award is given ann ually by a committee of faculty
and students to a member of the Furman faculty judged
most effective in undergraduate teaching. A native of
Arkansas, Dr. Walters received the B.S. degree from
Louisianna State College and the M.A. and Ph.D.
from the University of Chicago. He was awarded a
Danforth Teacher Grant for the 1965-66 academic term
to complete work on his Ph.D. Before joining the
Furman faculty in 1962, he worked as a research
assistant with the Bureau of Government Research in
Baton Rouge, La., and as investigator with the
U. S. Civil Service Commission in Louisiana and
Chicago. He is the editor of Constitutional Cases,
published in 1970, and the author of an article,
"Political Science of Confrontation," which appeared
in the November 1971 issue of Furman Review.
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the erotic desires. Indecent behavior is no longer
considered to be indecent if it is done innocently and
without hypocrisy.
A permissive attitude toward the new life style of
the young arises, in part, because the old have confused
virtue with innocence. Innocence is the simplicity
which exhibits the absence of intent to deceive or to do
harm. But innocence is different from virtue. It is not
even a guarantee of virtue. Virtue, in the highest sense,
is a state of mind which causes one to do the right
thing for the right reason, and that requires a
knowledge of what is virtuous as well as a knowledge of
why it is virtuous. Lacking knowledge, the ignorant may
innocently harm themselves or others.
A permissive attitude toward the new life style of
the young arises also because the old have confused
freedom with the absence of coercive authority or other
restraints. The old not only admire the young, but also
they envy the young, they envy the pleasures of the
young, they envy the pleasures of the young body.
When gratification of bodily desires is seen as the only
good, freedom becomes the liberation from any restraints
upon the pursuit of bodily pleasures.
Virtue requires the freedom to do what is good, but
if freedom allows man to participate in vice as well as
virtue, there is necessarily a tension between virtue and
freedom. By confusing virtue with innocence and
freedom with lack of any restraints, we seem to be able
to resolve this tension between freedom and virtue.
Whenever freedom is taken to be the absence of any
restraints upon the pursuit of pleasure, then the tension
between virtue and freedom is really a tension between
virtue and pleasure.
1\!Ian has by nature a desire for virtue and a desire
for pleasure, but there is a divergence between such
untutored desires. Aristotle argued that the virtuous
life is not necessarily contrary to the pleasurable life.
Virtue and pleasure are compatible, he reasoned, if,
through habituation, men come to experience pleasure
in virtuous acts.
The new compatibility between pleasure and virtue,
however, finds its genesis on a lower level, on the level
of the passion for pleasure, on the level in which virtue
cannot be that which interferes with the simply natural
desire for pleasure. From this low point of view there
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is not even any way of distinguishing between the higher
and lower pleasures. In this low sense virtue can only be
identified with innocence so that it can be reconciled
with innocent, if vulgar, hedonism.
This is not merely the dilemma of the young. It is
our dilemma as human beings. It is the dilemma of the
human situation.
As much as we would like to put the blame for
the present attitude of the young on some rough-tongued
radical, the fault lies mainly with us of the older
generation. As parents and teachers, we have not offered
the young any very high type of life to look up to. We
offer them only the kind of acquisitive lives we are
living ourselves, a pedestrian type of life punctuated
periodically with the vicarious thrills, such as they are,
from movies, television, and spectator sports. We
underestimate the intelligence of our children and
students if we think they are unable to discern the
humdrum matters which occupy most of our time. How
can a life signifying little appeal to an intelligent
young man who wants to make his own life count
for something ?
After the sacrifices w e o f the older generation
made during the depression and wars, events which
threatened our preservation, we gave our lives over to
getting those material things which we thought would
preserve our lives. But we went further. Not limiting our
acquisitiveness, we also tried to get the material things
which would provide us with comfortable, even
luxurious, lives. Since the young have not had to work
for such things as we have, they have not appreciated
them or the effort which went into getting them. The
young have taken for granted the affluence in which
they were reared and have begun searching for
something noble which is worth giving their lives for.
Men have a desire to preserve their lives, but they
also have a desire to sacrifice their lives for something
higher than themselves. We of the older generation
have missed the opportunity of providing the young
with the knowledge of what it is that is worth sacrificing
one's life for. We have been generous-probably too
generous-with our young. What we have not given the
young is something we did not have to give, a conviction
that the virtuous way of life is the best way of life.

D
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Commissioner Walters
As commzsswner of the IRS,
alumnus J. M. Walters heads
the largest rrcorporation "
in the country.
n June of 1 938 a young man from
Hartsville, S. C., appeared at
Furman to enroll as a freshman.
The reason he was three months
early, he explained, was that he
had only $3.62 in his pockets-"and
if I waited, I couldn't come at all."
Today this same man, Johnnie
McKeiver Walters, heads the largest
"corporation" in the United States
in terms of gross income-the
Internal Revenue Service, which
takes in approximately $200 billion
a year. His main duties as com
missioner of the IRS, Mr. Walters
said in a recent interview at Furman,
are administering "all that goes with
67,000 employees, a tax law that's
very complicated and complex, and
1 1 3,000,000 taxpayers."
Since President Nixon chose to
operate the Service and Compliance
Administration through the IRS
during Phase II of his economic
stabilization program, Mr. Walters
is also in charge of the 360 service
and compliance offices across the
country.
Mr. Walters was nominated as tax
commissioner by President Nixon
last July, after serving in the Justice
Department as Assistant Attorney
General in charge of the Tax
Division for two and a half years.
His nomination was confirmed by
the Senate on August 5 and he was
sworn in by Supreme Court Justice
Harry A. Blackmun in a ceremony
in the Treasury Department on
August 6. Present for the ceremony,
in addition to relatives and friends,
were his old boss, Attorney General
John Mitchell, and his new boss,
Secretary of the Treasury John B.
Connally. The gathering also
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included a number o f United States
senators, congressmen and other
high-ranking government officials.
An article in The New York Times
in August described Walters as a
"genuine Middle American" and as
"an unusual Federal official : a truly
private man who has moved in two
years from the type of day-to-day
existence that many Americans live
to one of the top positions in
Washington."
Johnnie Mac Walters was born
on December 20, 1 9 1 9, near
Hartsville, where his father worked
a small farm. After coming to
Furman, he managed to finance
his education by working mostly
at a local men's clothing store.
( That first summer he got a job at
Blythe Shoals, which was then
owned by Dr. and Mrs. B. E. Geer,
and became close friends with
Bennett Geer, Jr., with whom he
would later form a law partner
ship. )
At Furman he majored in
economics, served as president of
Quaternion and was elected "best
legger" his senior year. Graduating
in 1 942, he joined the Air Force
and flew 50 combat missions in
Italy. He returned home with a
chestful of medals, including the
Purple Heart, and enrolled at the
University of Michigan to study
law. There he married the former
Donna Hall of Detroit.
When he was in law school he
had no particular interest in tax
law, said Commissioner Walters,
although his friend Ben Geer, Jr.,
who was with the Internal Revenue
Service Chief Counsel, had tried to
interest him in taxes. Graduating

from Michigan with "a wife, some
debts and no money," he went to
Texas to explore the possibility of
setting up a law practice there. But
he discovered that it would be about
two years before he could really
make a living as a lawyer in Texas,
and he decided he could not wait
that long.
"At that point, I became very
much interested in becoming a tax
lawyer," he said. "I applied to the
Internal Revenue Service Chief
Counsel and, fortunately, was given
an appointment. That's when I
became a tax lawyer. From then on
I was swept along with the current."
He was soon promoted to
assistant head of his division with
the tax service, and in 1 953 he
joined the tax department of
Texaco, Inc., in New York. In
1 9 6 1 he returned to Greenville to
enter private law practice with
Mr. Geer. "He established a solid
but low-profile practice among some
of the city's wealthiest men," said
The New York Times article. "This
is said to have led to his only known
political activity-the job of
treasurer of the Republican party
in Greenville."
Mr. Walters was appointed
Assistant Attorney General in 1 969,
and the Walters moved back to
Washington. They now live in
:McLean, Va., where three of their
children, Betsy, 1 7; Hilton, 1 6, and
John Roy, 1 3, are in school. Their
oldest daughter, Deedee, is a
sophomore at Furman.
Mr. Walters frequently describes
himself as one of the luckiest men
alive and that's apparently the way
he feels. He enjoyed his work with
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the Justice Department and he is
enjoying his present work.
Asked about the difference
between his work with the Justice
Department and the Treasury
Department, he explained that the
tax division of the Justice Depart
ment handles all of the litigation
arising under the Internal Revenue
Code, except for litigation handled
in the tax court.
"I think my job as Assistant
Attorney General was the finest job
a tax lawyer could have in the
United States," he said. "You're
dealing with United States District
Attorneys across the country. You're
dealing with every district judge
across the country-I've come to
know many of them. For a lawyer,
that's an ideal job. It's nice, clean
work-hard cases, but good work
for a lawyer. And you have only 450
people to worry about, 250 lawyers
and 200 supporting personnel."
As commissioner of the IRS,
which comprises 80 percent of the
Treasury Department, he said, he
is not dealing with litigation, but
with administering the law-"the
actual day-to-day administration
and enforcement of the laws."
Instead of 450 employees to be con
cerned about, he now has 6 7 ,000.
"I like this job, too. In the first
place, it's a greater challenge. I had
mastered, I think, my job as
Assistant Attorney General. I had
gotten to the point where I could
kind of relax. The job I have now
is much larger, much more difficult,
much more challenging and I like
that. But it's not going to be easy."
Commissioner V\7alters hopes to
bring about two changes within the
IRS which should improve its image
with the nation's taxpayers. He
believes that the tax service should
move faster, that employees should
feel "a sense of urgency to get work
done now and not next month." He
also believes that the service should
demonstrate a greater sensitivity in
the performance of its work and
that it should avoid cases which
might create a sensation when very
little is involved. Employees should
recognize this type of case, he
believes, and handle it properly-in
such a way that it does not irritate
and aggravate taxpayers across the
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Walters and daughter Deedee at Furman

country. "We shouldn't do things
that make us look like monkey's,"
he said flatly.
"If we can handle our work more
promptly and if we can do it in such
a way that we don't have Reader's

Digest blasting us all the time, then
I will have made a major
accomplishment and I'd like to do
that."
Although he was careful to
emphasize that as commissioner he
takes no position on possible tax
revisions, he did say that the job of
deciding who and how to tax,
which falls ultimately to Congress, is
a very tough one.
Much has been done and is being
done now in pending legislation to
help people in the poverty area, he
said. "But there's a danger here
because there are so many of those
people that if we remove too many
from our tax rolls then, even though
just a small amount comes from each
person, the volume is tremendous."
He also said that increasing taxes
on top level income is detrimental
to the nation's economy since it
detracts from the creation of capital
for investment. "So many people
automatically assume that if you
don't tax a Mr. Rockefeller or a
Mr. Gould heavily you're favoring
him. But it's not a matter of
favoring him ; it's a matter of being
practical. You need his large assets
to create jobs for people with
smaller incomes."
Mr. Walters thinks very highly
of both his famous bosses, Attorney
General Mitchell and Secretary
Connally, describing them as the
"two most interesting, most dynamic
men I've ever known."
"Working for John Mitchell was

absolutely the greatest experience a
lawyer could have because he let us
run our own divisions. I consulted
with him many times, always at my
request, and never once did he
reverse me in two and a half years.
"John Connally is quite different,
but I find working with him
exhilerating and stimulating in a
different way. The Secretary likes
to be in on things. He wants to know
what's going on and he wants to be
in on it. To that extent it's a change.
But he's such a colorful, dynamic,
interesting person that you don't
find it offensive. You find yourself
working harder and enjoying it."
Commissioner Walters talks like
a member of the team dedicated to
making the administration's
economic policies work. When asked
how long he thought Phase II would
last, he said that President Nixon,
Secretary Connally, Donald
Rumsfeld and everyone concerned
wanted it to end as soon as possible.
"\'\1hat we have to work towards,
of course, is to eliminate as far as
possible the philosophy under which
we've operated really since World
vVar l i-the philosophy that every
thing is going up, up, up. It's not
going to turn around, but it just
keeps on going up so that when a
business transaction is entered into
everybody involved automatically
builds in an inflationary trend. The
President is trying to get rid of that
kind of philosophy so we can have
some stability and then get back on
a more realistic, long-term basis. By
the end of 1 97 2 we hope that we
will have cut the inflationary trend
down to two or three percent, with
which we can live, and then get
people to be more stable in their
approach to business transactions
then decontrol.
"Frankly," he said, "the Presi
dent's economic program is
critically important, so all of us
have to do what we can to make
it succeed. I think it's essential that
the American people support the
tax system and the economic
policies of the government. It's
important not only to the United
States but to all of the countries in
the world. Because if we go down
the drain, the rest of the countries
will go down the drain with us."
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The Real Differences
By John H. Crabtree, Jr.

oung people have always been
different-different especially
from older people. But today's
young people are very different in
a significant way from previous
generations of youth. The super
ficial signs of their difference, I
believe, have diverted our attention
from their real differences.
We should abandon our pre
occupation with long hair, strange
clothes and loud music and
consider instead a few facts about
this year's freshman class at Furman.
Members of the class of 1 9 75 were
born in 1 95 3 and will assemble for
their 25th anniversary as alumni
in the first week of June 2000.
These college students have never
lived in a world in which Americans
were not at war. Yet they have
never lived in a world in which we
were formally at war, a condition
which usually excites patriotism and
nationalistic fervor. These young
people have never lived in a world
in which hydrogen bombs were not
being manufactured and tested.
They have never lived in a world
in which Communism was not the
way of life for more than half of
the peoples of the world.
They have never experienced life
in a society in which segregation of
the races was legal. They have never
known an America in which the
minorities were not vigorously and
often violently demanding that bad
laws, unjust and oppressive laws,
be stricken from the books. They
have never lived in an American
neighborhood in which the public
schools were not involved in both
social and educational revolutions.
These college students have never
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lived in a world without television.
Every time the President of the
United States has spoken, it has
been possible for them to see and
hear him. Events throughout the
world have been relayed into their
living rooms. Men die on the
battlefields of Vietnam right
before the eyes of these young people
as they lie in the deep shag pile of
the carpet on the family room floor.
Man has invaded the moon, and
these youngsters have been with him.
They do not know a world without
space travel. They do not know a
world without the new mathematics.
They do not know a world without
the incredible wizardry of modern
science and technology.
Since they have learned what
sex was, these college students have
been constantly exposed to sex
education of many varieties
scientific, academic, religious, some
times grossly commercial, and
sometimes prurient. These boys have
never had to date without the

benefit of an automobile. These
girls have never been dated by boys
who didn't have cars to take them
where the action was. These
students have never known a
society without diet pills, sleeping
pills, tranquilizing pills, energizing
pills, contraceptive pills. They have
been bombarded during some part
of every day of their lives by skill
fully devised and attractively
illustrated statements that sleeping
pills, cigarettes, beer, fast cars, sexy
toothpaste, and a great variety of
other products are but the routine
appurtenances of the normal and
good way of life in America.
The lifetime experience of today's
college students does not include
the United States of the 1 930's and
1 940's. Indeed, the American
experience of the 1 950's provided
for them nothing more than a
background against which they
played out their infancies and their
childhoods. These students achieved
puberty in the mid 1 960's, in a

��Today's young people
are different in a
significant way from
previous generations. "
Dean John Crabtree
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��roung people are more
idealistic than previous
generations because they
can afford to be. "

world vastly different from that in
which their parents grew up.
They are products of a highly
materialistic and technological
society. They regard affluence as the
normal state of affairs. They
actually know more about language,
literature, history, geography,
chemistry, biology, physics, sex,
religion, anthropology, sociology,
psychology, and music and painting
than any previous generation of
1 8-22 year olds in the history of
mankind. But they also have more
to learn.
They are more idealistic (perhaps
naive ) than previous generations
because they can afford to be. They
are more involved in seeking their
identities than other generations
because they have the time and the
means for the search. They may be
more religious ( in a non-sectarian,
non-institutional sense ) than other
generations because their greater
knowledge and greater awareness
have rendered so many old, easy
answers and solutions untenable,
and they have sought the help of
their souls in actively searching for
God in all of his creation and
especially in the human relationship.
Too often these students have
found schools and colleges signifi
cantly out of touch with the reality
of their difference, and they have
insisted upon change. The changes
they have demanded and effected
have been radical. Most have been
achieved with a minimum of bruises
to both students and institutions,
but some were accomplished with
terrifying violence and destruction.
Is it any wonder that these
conditions came to exist ? Schools
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do not change easily. As institutions,
they tend to regard themselves as
having some kind of special
responsibility to keep things as
they are.
For instance, our public schools
continue to operate on a nine-month
calendar and a twelve-year program
despite a great deal of talk about
the desirability of extending the
school year and adding a thirteenth
year at the kindergarten level.
Colleges like Furman continue to
require all students to take a
certain number of courses in foreign
languages, mathematics and the
natural sciences, regardless of what
their particular or general educa
tional goals may be. And many
English teachers are still trying to
motivate students to learn English
grammar in the same way that
teachers did thirty years ago.
On the other hand, students have
brought about some significant
changes in our institutions. They
have claimed a place for themselves
in policy and decision-making, they
sit with faculty and trustee com
mittees, they have urged more
flexibility in curricula, and they
have caused faculties to get busy
restructuring requirements, creating
new courses, and devising programs
designed to meet the needs of
particular talents or proficiencies.
In some instances student demands
have been extreme, and faculty
reactions to these demands have
resulted in too much or too rash
an experimentation with the cur
ricula. But when students and
professors have carefully studied
needs and carefully analyzed the
capabilities of the institutions to

meet those needs, the results have
been rewarding.
Although I am convinced that the
institutions and persons who work
with these young people must
recognize and adjust to their essen
tial difference, I do not advocate
rash, highly experimental reaction to
the sometimes irrational, naive
demands of youth. I believe that the
college and university exist in a
unique way apart from other
institutions in our society to pro
vide students with an academic
experience. Too many of today's
students are in danger of rejecting
the academic experience. Perhaps
not understanding the nature of the
college in the first place, perhaps
coming to college for the wrong
reasons, they are forcing our colleges
to become laboratories of human
experience. I believe that the college
is a poor imitation of real life
whatever that is.
Educational institutions must
change in order to meet the needs
of students who have already
accumulated more knowledge,
acquired more skill and have more
nearly achieved their political and
legal majority than any other
generation of youth. Yet those of
us involved in this work must move
cautiously to make sure that the
changes do not jeopardize the
central purpose for which the
institution exists.
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Dr. John H. Crabtree is dean of
students and a professor of English at
Furman. This article was adapted from
a speech he made to the Lions Club
of Greenville.
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